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EDITOR'S NOTES

J

ust in case you're wondering, this is the first issue of our allnew Santa Clara Magazine, which replaces the tabloid of the
past 14 years, Santa Clara Today.
One of the pleasures in working with the magazine is getting in
touch with some of the more talented writers among our alumni.
This first issue has samples of three: Jerry Hickey '35, who shares
some memories from his undergraduate years (Page 39); Toni
Allegra '67, who covered the Alumni Association's wine festival for
us (Page 36); and Jim Craven '75, who wrote "Don't Call Me Mr.
Mom" (Page 16).
When you are essentially a one-person editorial staff, it's_great
to have that kind of support.
The prompt for "Mr. Mom" came in a Christmas note last year
from the Cravens. Jim had worked at SCU for several years in the
late 1970sas our news bureau manager, and news from him is always
welcome. At Christmas he wrote that he had a new job as a fulltime, stay-at-home dad while Karen worked, and that he found he
was especially sensitive to being asked "Do you work?" a frequent
question to full-time moms.
We asked Jim to write about his experiences for SCM, and when
he sent his manuscript, he said he hoped it would show that it isn't
necessary to stay at home with children to have a quality relationship. He makes his point well. Since writing the piece, he has
returned to work full time as campaign manager for a state representative in Salem.
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IS SANTA
CLARA
STILLJESUIT?
Decliningvocationsprompt
this recurring question.
Some of the facultydiscuss
what makes Santa Clara
Jesuit to them.

DON'T
CALL
MEMR.MOM
Takingover the day care
of his two tiny daughters
while his wife worked
provided this alumnus
new insight on fatherhood.

-

PERSPECTIVES
OF
A PATRIARCH
The spotlight is on Tom
Bannan, class of '23, who
started the procession
ofBannans to Santa Clara.

□

Several years ago when we began the prototype of SCM (a
magazine that was mailed once or twice a year to alumni donors
and parents of students), we conducted a random mail survey to learn
the likes and dislikes of our audience.
The issue we sampled included excerpts from a diary Father
Rewak kept during a 1981 trip with 20 other Catholic educators to
China. His "China Diary" turned out to be one of the most popular
pieces in the magazine, posting a favorable reading of 86 percent
from our readers, one of whom wrote: "Send Father Rewak on
another trip. His diaries are terrific!" That reader will enjoy the
latest excerpt from Rewak's travel diaries, "Iona" (Page 30).

HOWNOTTOMAKE
MONEY
ONTHE
STOCK
MARKET
A guide to the beliefs and
fears that make investors
place their faith in the

wrong rules and their money
in the wrong places.

□

IONA:Touchstone
forReconciliation

Paul Hennessy's profile of Tom Bannan (Page 21) is the start of
a series we plan on the families that have been sending students to
Santa Clara for generations. Nominations for that category (and any
other suggestions you may have for us), will be greatly appreciated.

A Visitto Iona during
a trip to Scotland last
summer brought a chance
encounter and provoked
these reflections.

□

One final note: Take a special look at the photography in this
issue. Most of it represents the artistry of our staff photographer,
Glenn Matsumura, who received a bronze award from the Council
for the Advancement and Support of Education (CASE) for
photographs he took last year for Santa Clara publications, including
the magazine and Santa Clara Today. We're very proud of him.
Congratulations, Glenn!
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Sad to See It Go
We've enjoyed reading through Santa Clara
Today since our graduation in 1974,and are
kind of sad to see it go. At the same time,
the "new" Santa Clara Magazine sounds
like a wonderful publication (for which
we'd gladly pay).
Lyn and Joanna (Fonseca) Haston '74
Aptos
A Rush to Imitate?
I read with interest the article on Father
Paul Locatelli's agenda of critical policy
issues for the University (Santa Clara
Today, July 1986). There was much in the
agenda to praise- the need to stress academics; the contribution that liberal arts
make to the professional studies; the emphasis on disinterested service. Despite
this, I found a terrible gap, a disorientation.

Nudged by Nostalgia
E.ditor's Note: Travis Rankin wrote for a 1986-87
catalog last month, noting that he's been doing this
for several years to keep up with Santa Clara. J,i:,f!
asked him what he had learned. Thefollowing is
his reply.

Prompted by a certain nostalgia, I began
reading Santa Clara's undergraduate
catalogs about four or five years ago. As an
alumnus of the Class of 1961, I was very
surprised by the many changes that have
taken place in the University since my
graduation. I was a bachelor of arts
graduate in philosophy, and the reorganization of the liberal arts program was
especially interesting to me: A simple example will suffice. At that time the bachelor
of arts degree was given only to students
who had two years of Latin courses. Since
many students did not accept this, few got
the bachelor of arts degree. The present
custom of giving the bachelor of arts to
liberal arts majors in general is much more
in line with American educational practices
as I understand them.
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What was missing was the commitment to
form students in the Catholic faith. By
disorientation, I mean that taken as a
whole, the agenda bespeaks SCU's continued rush to imitate the "great" secular
universities. If Father Locatelli's agenda is
accomplished, what will set SCU apart
from the Harvards and Stanfords, other
than the name? Does the world need a
"Catholic" Stanford?
Perhaps something has changed, or my
memory faded, in the two decades since the
campus patiently bore my infirmities, but
I don't recall the essence of a Jesuit education being "knowledge which empowers a
person to be an agent of change," even if
it is to "serve society." Any MarxistLeninist should be comfortable with that
definition. It certainly lacks the quality we
would know as Catholic, much less "Jesuit

I also have discovered a new place for
individualism and American educational
values in the catalogs I have read. Students
are offered a much wider range of courses
and are limited in the number taken each
quarter. This by its nature demands that
students strike out on their own and make
a personal statement of interests and goals
in their course choices. I think this is
tremendous. When I was a student at the
University, faculty and students were often
a bit of a mystery to each other and communication was lessened. My perception
from reading recent catalogs is that faculty
and students have a much better understanding of each other and American
society.
The developments of the last 25 years are
very necessary in establishing a competitive
image for the University in American
higher education.
I have noticed the disappearance of the
master's degree programs in the College of
Arts and Sciences. I realize that graduate
education in arts and sciences is a special
problem in the Bay Area with enormous
competition from Stanford, Berkeley, and

Catholic."
That distinctive character-so starkly
absent in Father Locatelli's valedictoryI always thought was the commitment of the
Jesuit university to develop the individual's
relationship with God and in particular that
unique relationship that comes through being a member of the Catholic faith. This
development, of course, emphasized the intellect, by ensuring the student was grounded in the greatest philosophical and
theological Tradition the world would ever
know. Formed in this Tradition, and encouraged to develop an interior life of
prayer, graduates would be ready to serve
society-but, as St. Thomas More said,
"God first." Society would be transformed,
but indirectly, through the leaven of graduates whose lives have been transformed.
Two issues ago, the Van Brunts lamented
how SCU's emphasis on the Social Gospel
had, in their experience, led so many away
from the Gospel of Christ. I see nothing in
Father Locatelli's remarks to comfort them.
Further, I think SCU's current thrust is
doomed to fall short of accomplishing even
its social objectives. Our century suffers no
lack of headlong efforts by graduates of
secular universities to "serve mankind"
through direct, political action and social

even Santa Clara's own law school,
graduate engineering, and MBA programs.
However, so much of a modern American
university's image is attached to some kind
of graduate education, and the Jesuit
Fathers have always had a special interest
in arts and sciences. I note with pleasure
that the Religious Studies department is
once more offering graduate work. I wish
them the best and hope for the permanence
and success of this undertaking.
In summary, when I was a student, Santa
Clara was a good school and as an undergraduate I achieved an extremely high score
on the law school aptitude test of 1961.
However, I am more confident of the progress of the new Santa Clara into the next
century and its ability to attract competitive
students.
As you can see, much of my thinking
consists in comparisons between the Santa
Clara of my day and the new Santa Clara.
I think the focus of Santa Clara is now on
the future rather than on the shortcomings
of the past.
Travis E. Rankin '61
Berkeley
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engineering. What have they produced,
save an Age of Death? If SCU wants to
transform the world, it must return to its
original mission of shaping the Salt of
the Earth.
Burman Skrable, '65
Fairfax, VA.

Commitment We All Feel
As always, I thoroughly enjoyed reading
through the May '86, Santa Clara Today.
The letter from Mark and Jenelle Van
Brunt, alluding to the supposed superficiality of our social activities back in the
70's, was both amusing and nostalgic to
me-reminding me of my own concerns
with our liturgical "experiments" during
those years.
More to the point of this letter, I am
writing for more information on the 1985
Institute on Poverty and Conscience (I
wonder if SCU is still "exhorting" our
undergrads into social commitments with
this sort of offering ... ). As a family physician for Los Angeles County and faculty
adviser to the USC Family Practice Student
Association, I'd like to develop an informal
series of seminars addressing the problems
of the homeless-and our "problems" in
dealing with them. You see, our FPSA
students and those involved in the Newman
Club at USC, are developing a student-run
clinic as part of the Hospitality Free Clinic
(and Soup Kitchen!) in the downtown Skid
Row area of L.A. And oh, by the way, the
student who has been the "prime mover"
(both for me and for the students involved)
is another SCU grad, Barbara Bannan '78.
Somehow I think the commitment we all
feel to share responsibility for these, the
poorest of our poor, does have as its base
a social concern founded in the Gospel,
however we are currently practicing our
faith.
Descending from my soapbox, I do look
forward to receiving at least an overview of
the Institute's curriculum and faculty to
serve as a resource for our series. And yes,
thank you, Father Rewak!
Maureen Strohm, M.D. '74
Pasadena
Write Now
Please limit letters to 250 words. Longer
letters may be condensed. Shorter letters compete better for space. Send
your suggestions, criticisms, thoughts,
or ideas to Editor, Santa Clara Magazine, Santa Clara University, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95053.
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Deck Fans

Consider this note another expression of
appreciation and congratulations to Dr.
Joseph Deck from a former student, for
what he has done for the University and for
thousands of individuals like myself during
his splendidly distinguished first 50 years.
Rudolf L. Brutoco, M.D.'74
West Covina
The article ("A Full Deck," July 1986) in
Santa Clara Today reminded me how very
much I appreciated all of his help when I
was a pre-med, and what an inspiration he
was for "doing it right the first time."
Thank you, Dr. Deck, for being such a
terrific professor and such a help in my
medical training.
I am now running the Midwest Area
Medical Region for IBM in 16 states for
the care of 22,000 employees with 144
doctors responsible to me.
Tiah A. Foster, M.D., '64
Chicago, Ill.
Some of those wonderful things about Joe
Deck (''A Full Deck") I already knew by
experience, but the article filled me in on
a multitude of others. Also, I heard through
other channels that he received a standing
ovation from the whole assembly at the
June Commencement where he received an
honorary degree. He must have been overwhelmed with joy!
Carroll O'Sullivan, S.J.
Los Gatos
Congratulations to Dr. Joe Deck on
achieving 50 years as "one of the greatest
teachers of Santa Clara." He has been an
inspiration to many, many students.
Joan Schwalbe '65
Cupertino

Regarding Dr. Deck's 50 years at SCU: His
commitment has been a critical part of the
values-oriented education that Santa Clara
offers. Thanks to him, for so many of us.
Rob Eskridge '70
Truckee

Joe Deck's fifty year tenure at Santa Clara
is unique, not only at the University but in
the whole professional world.
The love and dedication he has given to

Dr. Joe Deck: Commencement honor

his family, friends, and students has enriched their respective lives. I feel fortunate
and grateful to be among them.
Bill Warren '31
El Cerrito

I read with interest the article on Joe Deck
in Santa Clara Today. I had forgotten that
he and I arrived at Santa Clara as faculty
members the same time-1936.
We both have seen many changes at Santa
Clara since then. Congratulations to him on
his honors and for his part in the growth of
a great university.
I noted in the article that his first annual
salary was $2,300. How come they paid me
$2,500? Buck Shaw must have put in a good
word for me. As it was, I took a cut to come
to Santa Clara.
Len Casanova '27
Football Coach Emeritus
University of Oregon
Editor's Note: Len Casanova was assistant
football coach at Santa Clara from 1936 to
1942 and returned in 1946 as head coach.
His 1950 team went to the Orange Bowl and
won. He also coached freshman baseball,
1937 to 1939, and varsity baseball, 19401942. After leaving SCU, he coached a year
at University of Pittsburgh before taking
over as head coach at University of Oregon.
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ASTANDING
OVATION
Freedom of intellectual inquiry, responsible dissent, and pluralism are essential
ingredients of a Catholic university.
That was the thrust of the message President William J. Rewak, S.J., delivered to his
faculty at the annual fall convocation on
Sept. 19 in Mayer Theatre.
Rewak framed his remarks in response to
three "important questions" prompted by
recent Vatican action involving Father
Charles Curran at Catholic University of
America. (Curran was ordered to stop
teaching Catholic theology after publicly
espousing views contrary to current Church
doctrine.)
1. Is there a place for the freedom of
intellectual inquiry in a Catholic
university?
2. Is there a place for responsible, public,
dissent?
3. How valuable is the pluralism of an
American Catholic university?
Rewak said it is the dynamism of the intellect that forces us to keep probing, to
want to know more. And it is what a university does and must continue to do, he said.
But intellectual inquiry also involves the
nature of truth and our apprehension of it.
Within the larger mission of the development of the Church's dogma, the consistent
stance of the magisterium is to protect and
guard the truth, while the consistent stance
of the university is to question it.
"What must be asserted with all due
respect," the President said, "is that these
two stances are not incompatible."
Ultimately there will be only one truth so
why be afraid of seeking it? Rewak said.
"The important thing is that we keep moving, haltingly but determinedly, toward
Him.
•~ a Catholic, as a Jesuit priest, I believe
very strongly in certain issues, but that does
not prevent me from studying those issues
with enlightened and respectful scrutiny. As
a Catholic university, we are committed to
certain traditions and values, but that commitment does not prevent us from applying to them the gift of intellect."
The second question, Rewak said, is not
concerned with dissent by itself but with
"public dissent." Responsible, nonconfrontational dissent from ordinary
Catholic teaching has a place at a Catholic
university, even though "there is an innate
and perhaps understandable nervousness
about it within Vatican walls," he said.
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ALAMEDA
UPDATE
An early sign of what unification will bring
to the campus occurred in late September
with the closing of Alviso Street between
Kennedy Mall and Benson Center. Plans
call for the mall to be extended and landscaped to tie in with the entrance to Benson.
But that's just the beginning. When the
project is complete in 1988, all interior
streets, including The Alameda, will be
closed to traffic and those areas will
become landscaped plazas and malls connecting campus centers.
Jack Going, who is SCU's consultant on
the reroute, thinks the street closures will
make a vast change in Santa Clara. For the

For the first timea campus of 126
contiguous acres.

Father Rewak: "I don't think we can be a true Catholic university without taking risks."

In order to protect the intellectual vitality of the Church's understanding of itself,
responsible dissent is not only allowed, it
is required, Rewak said, adding, however,
that modern methods of communication
make it inevitable that such controversial
views will become public.
As to the question of pluralism, Rewak
said a truly Catholic university must embrace it.
"We are a nation of many religions, of
many peoples, of many languages. Respect
for human conscience and religious liberty is a cornerstone of our nation.
"And in Vatican II, thanks to the Jesuit
John Courtney Murray, that notion became
a part of the Church's consciousness of

Could Curran
incident
happen here?
itself," he said. "If a university is to be
catholic with a small 'c' it must emphasize
pluralism. It must reach out to everyone and
leave no part of creation untouched. And
if a university is to be Catholic with a
capital 'C' it also must emphasize
pluralism. We cannot honor the diversity
of God's gift of creation if we do not open
ourselves to it," said Rewak.
"We are true to our mission as a Catholic

university," the President said, "only ifwe
are engaged honestly and unrestrictedly in
intellectual inquiry; only if we are allowed
to dissent, so that our understanding of
ourselves can grow and so the Church's
understanding of itself can grow; and only
if we embrace pluralism. Without those
three values, we are not a Catholic university," Rewak emphasized.
And what if Santa Clara were presented
with the same situation as Catholic University?
Rewak prefaced his reply by explaining
that Catholic University is chartered by the
Vatican and its theologians are expected to
represent Catholic teaching in a more formal way than theologians in other
American Catholic universities.
"I think that needs to be said, because if
the same situation were to arise here, where
a theologian would be ordered to stop
teaching, we would - given the American
legal and educational system - have a
much harder time complying with such a
directive; we wouldn't be able to comply
with it," he said.
Rewak concluded his talk by stating: "I
don't think we can be a true Catholic
university without taking risks ... We are
here to extend human knowledge; as far as
I am concerned, that is also to learn divine
wisdom. They cannot be separated."
The faculty responded by giving the
President a standing ovation.
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first time, it will create a unified campus
of 126 contiguous acres and "at last give us
the opportunity to develop a master plan,"
he said.
Most alumni can't remember when
The Alameda didn't bisect the campus.
Even before the University began building
across The Alameda in the early 1960s, the
playing fields and the Field House were
over there.
Of course, today "that side" also includes
the engineering center, Orradre Library,
Leavey Activities Center, Buck Shaw
Stadium, Cowell Health Center, Bannan
Hall, the physical plant, six dormitories,
and three converted warehouses that house
the music department, the art department,
and the dance program.
And next year, construction will begin on
new dormitories on property just east of
Graham Center, which once held the PM

ONLINE
LEADER
When a $4.7 million Hewlett-Packard computer system went on line this fall, Santa
Clara's School of Engineering became a
world leader in giving undergraduates
access to the best in "workstation
technology."
The 50 HP 9000 Model 320 "DesignCenter" workstations, one of the largest
systems of its kind ever installed at a university by Hewlett-Packard, include highpowered integrated software and sophistiFALL 1986

Reroute in progress: Just the beginning.

Mill. They will be developed in a flexible
apartment style, eventually housing about
400 students.
Meanwhile construction crews were expected to finish the first phase of the reroute
by the end of October. In phase one, The
Alameda, or Highway 82 as it is known officially, shifts to the east at New Maple
Street, running along Campbell Avenue, in
back of Buck Shaw Stadium, until it reconnects with The Alameda at Lafayette Street.

The project suffered a slight delay last
summer when a state crew accidentally
removed several feet of the berm around
Buck Shaw Stadium, rendering the 80-foot
light towers at the stadium unsafe. The state
installed temporary lights until the towers
could be replaced on new foundations.
Phase two of the reroute will begin in
June or July, Going said, with phase three
eventually hooking the bypass with Scott
Boulevard.

cated color monitors. The units let students
design and analyze objects in 3-D, rotating
them with a "mouse."
"The fact that all of our studentsfreshmen through seniors-will have access to such first-class equipment puts us
right up with the frontrunners making use
of this technology," said engineering Dean
Kenneth Haughton.
Undergraduates in computer science,
electrical, civil and mechanical engineering will be prime users of the 50 highpowered workstations, with 40 of the
machines divided between two classrooms

and the remaining 10 set up in specialized
engineering laboratories.
"Without question," says Dr. Timothy
Healy, chairman of electrical engineering
and computer science, "there are very few
other undergraduate schools in the world
with this intensity of power availableto such
a broad section of engineering students."
SCU now has a campus-wide total of
more than 700 PCs in use by students,
faculty and staff, but this separate H-P network represents a tremendous boost in
computer power for engineering students
and professors, adds Healy.
SANTA CLARA MAGAZINE
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FATHERLY
ADVICE
Tim Jeffries decided the sky was the limit
when he proposed to his girlfriend, Mary
Frances O'Leary.
What he didn't know was Mary's father
had the same idea.
Jeffries, a 1985Santa Clara graduate, had
spent six months planning the marriage
proposal he had flown over the Santa ClaraDavis football game Sept. Tl. When a plane
swooped over at 5:30 p.m., pulling a banner that read "Mary Frances, Will you
marry me? Love, Tim." Mary Frances's
face turned almost as red as the letters. It
seemed everyone knew about the surprise
except her.
But when another plane flew by sporting
the banner "Mary, Think it over, Dad," the
surprise was on Tim.
"At first I thought it was just my pilot
making another pass," Tim said.
Mary's dad, Thomas O'Leary, had been
called away to Europe on business so he
couldn't attend the tailgate party and game.
But, in typical fatherly fashion, he still
managed to get in the last word.
Tim said he and Mary Frances had been
discussing marriage so he was fairly sure
of her acceptance. He had been sending her
flowers every day and taking her out each
night for the previous week under the guise
of celebrating their relationship before
Mary began her senior year at Santa Clara.
He told her that the phrase "Special
event: 5:30 Navy Blue Angels fly over" he
had written on the tailgate invitations was
just a joke. And he convinced her that the
two of them should wear tuxedos to the
tailgate since they were the hosts.
"Of course, I had ulterior motives," he
said.
When the band announced a plane
overhead and all looked to the sky, Mary

PERSISTENCE
PLUS
Persistence plus a good education are twin
requisites for getting to the top, say many
of California's most prominent leaders interviewed on a KSCU radio program that
focuses ori solid career advice.
"A Step Ahead," which airs three times
a week, is the brainchild of Kenneth
Leonard, a business consultant and former
state deputy secretary of business, transportation and housing.
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$88,615grant from the National Science
4THGRADE
ALGEBRAanFoundation.
Teaching algebra and geometry concepts
to children as early as the 4th grade is one
way to produce better math students, 23 of
the Bay Area's best high school teachers
learned this summer at a campus workshop.
"Traditionally,arithmetic has been taught
in isolation-as
though algebra and
geometry don't exist," says math Professor
David Logothetti, who conducted an
Honors
Workshop
in Integrated
Mathematics for High School Teachers.
"Geometry, for example, can be a
disaster for students if they haven't had an
earlier encounter with it," he says. "The
confluence of axiomatic reasoning and
geometric thinking is hard when it comes
like an avalanche."
The workshop, to help teachers learn to
integrate the various disciplines so math can
be better understood, was funded through

Selected high school teachers from 13
districts learned problem solving and
studied a more unified way to teach
math-an integrated approach successfully
used by New York State, Great Britain, and
the Soviet Union, says Logothetti.
"So far, New York is the only state with
a truly integrated math curriculum," he
says. "For nearly 30 years, Russian preschoolers and kindergartners have been
encouraged to play with geometric blocks
as a method of introducing math concepts
early on, in a nonverbal way." Does it
work?
"Yes," he says. ''A Russian study in the
late '50s showed that kids introduced to
geometric figures scored two years higher
in 10th-grade geometry than did kids not
exposed to the concept."
One workshop participant, Louise Dunaway from Mountain View High School,

___,

acknowledged the need to steer away from
a "splintered" curriculum by augmenting a
new approach to foster "thinking of
mathematics as a whole."
"It means redoing the way I've structured
lessons for so long; in my case, 21 years,"
says Dunaway, honored in 1983-84 as
"Teacher of the Year" in Mountain ViewLos Altos district. "With freshmen, I hope
to show that the math they'll learn this year
relates to past and future math. It'll be
beneficial, and more fun too."
Logothetti says probabilities and other
advanced math concepts also could be introduced effectively much earlier: "Say I
flip a coin five times. What are the odds I'll
get heads three times? That problem can be
dealt with in 4th grade.
"Now here's why it doesn't happen:
teachers have traditionally said 'you're not
supposed to learn that now.' It's that simple.

-John McLain

NEWTRUSTEES
Tim and Mary: Up in the sky. It's a message from Dad.

Frances thought Tim had fooled everyone
with his Blue Angels joke.
"I was totally clueless," she said.
When she read the banner, though, she
was stunned. She was on the verge of crying as Tim whipped out a diamond ring to
a chorus of "Say yes, say yes," from his
fraternity brothers.
Mary Frances said she was a bit embarrassed by all the attention. Even strangers
were approaching her and telling her they
saw the sign.
Tim, however, is used to being the center

of attention. Santa Clara alumni may
remember him as the one who painted
himself green and appeared at basketball
games as "The Lizard." It was his
nickname during football season, he
explained.
The story does have a happy ending.
Mary Frances accepted Tim's proposal and
the two are busy planning their wedding.
It will take a lot to top the engagement,
though. Maybe a skydiving priest?

"It's important for students and young
professionals to hear from people who have
made it to the top of their professions in
government, business, education, media,
and sports management," says Leonard.
"They describe how they got there and give
advice on how to possibly achieve the same
element of success."
Guests have been California Lt. Gov. Leo
McCarthy, KRON-Channel 4 anchor
Sylvia Chase, public relations executive
Regis McKenna, San Jose Mayor Tom
McEnery, Giants announcer Hank Green-

wald, Stanford physician Dr. David Harris,
Sen. John Garamendi, Golden State Warriors vice president Al Attles, and John
McVay,vice president-general manager of
the San Francisco Forty-Niners.
Educators including SCU President
William Rewak, S.J., and San Jose State
President Gail Fullerton have been featured
on the half-hour program, along with
California Supreme Court Justice Edward
Panelli.

-Barbara Wyman

FALL 1986

Four new members of the University's
Board of Trustees will begin three-year
terms when the Board meets on the campus Nov. 14. They are Regis McKenna,
chairman and founder of Regis McKenna,
Inc.; Ann S. Bowers, founder of Enterprise
-2000; attorney Louis M. Castruccio of Los
Angeles; and Dr. Mary Gordon, associate
professor of history and director of the
Women's Studies Program at Santa Clara.
McKenna's international high technology
marketing and communications consulting
firm in Palo Alto helped launch some of the
major technological innovations of the last
two decades, including the first microprocessor, the first personal computer, the
first recombinant DNA genetically engineered product, and the first retail computer store. His book, The Regis Touch, was
the first book devoted to the marketing
of high-tech companies.
Bowers's Los Altos-based firm is engaged in developing more effective businesses.
She is also a founder and director of the
Electronics Association of California, and
a graduate of Cornell University.
Castruccio, a 1960 graduate of SCU, is
a partner in the law firm oflrell & Manella,
and a member of the University's Board of
Regents. Gordon is one of two trustees on
the Board who represent the faculty.

FALL 1986

GERWE
ONBOARD
Grants and gifts to Santa Clara for the fiscal
year 1985-86 topped $13million, a healthy
20 percent over the previous year's fundraising efforts. So there is no reason for

Gene Gerwe, who heads up that operation
on campus, to be holding out a tin cup, even
if it is to show off his new California license
plates. But wait. That's a Sierra cup in his
hand. Maybe he's just testing the water.
Gerwe has been at SCU for nine years as
vice president for university relations.
SANTACLARA MAGAZINE
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IF Tl-lERE
AREALREADY700,000 ATTORNEYS
IN Tl-115
COUNTRY,
Wl-lY[70 WE NEEC7
YOU?

BUILDING
A DREAM

ATTORNP{S~ATE
QUES170NS
LIKETl-lAT!

BYJIMKINSELLA
6-S

WHYDOWENEED260ADDITIONAL
ATTORNEYS
One week not long ago, Nathan Shapell
left his Los Angeles home on Tuesday for
Sacramento, where he heads a state watchdog commission. Thursday found him in
Washington for a meeting of the president's
Grace Commission, which roots out inefficiencies in government. The same day, he
came back to Southern California, where
he runs one of the largest home-building
companies in the United States.
The power and prestige such a schedule
suggests stands in stark contrast to Shapell's
predicament in 1945, when he was helplessly wandering the German countryside,
trying to piece together a war-shattered life
after his internment in Nazi concentration
camps at Auschwitz and Birkenau. Shapell
had been lucky even to survive. Forty-eight
other members of his family, including his
parents, did not.
Forty years after the horror of the holocaust, and his arrival, penniless, on the
shores of America, the 63-year-old Shapell
today seems to pulsate with the kind of
feisty energy that has helped him build a
major California company from scratch. It
is a halcyon year for him, he says. This
year marks the 30th anniversary of the
company that he started and still runs with
his older brother David and brother-in-law,
Max Webb. And, though it's actually the
41st year since his release from the death
camps, he's also celebrating four decades
of freedom.
Independence is an asset Shapell recently
has come to prize even more dearly, having sold most of the company he built in
1969,only to have second thoughts. In 1982
he put up $60 million and bought back
every penny of the company's stock. Last
year his company grossed $397 million.
"The month after we went public, I knew
it was a mistake." he says of the homebuilding company he had spent 14 years
building into one of the most successful
firms in California. Although he made
8
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money on the public offering, and retained
some 30 percent of the company's stock,
he no longer exercised complete control.
He had to answer to his shareholders and
to his board of directors who, he says,
were far more interested in the company's
quarterly dividends than in its performance
over the long term. And while most public
companies face similar pressure, it is particularly acute in the building industry,
which tends to fluctuate dramatically with
the seasonal ups and downs in the economy.
In an effort to garner short-term results,
Shapell took a chance and built a real estate
development in Denver in the 1970s.The
venture failed, and was yet another reminder that Shapell had lost control of his

Shapell pulsates
with the kind of feisty
energy that helped him
build a major California
company from scratch.
California company. So in 1982, he put
together all of his resources and bought
the company back.
Shapell, who shortened his name from
Schapelski when he immigrated to the
United States in 1951,speaks proudly as he
recalls where it all began. As a 22-yearold refugee, he built a community in
southern Poland to house people
dispossessed during the war. Four years
later, he started building homes again, this
time for the booming population of
Southern California. In the 30 years that
followed, his company created some 50,000
homes throughout the state, from $10,900
models to multi-million dollar estates and
commercial property.
With that pride comes the pain of his
World War II experiences. His book, "Witness to the Truth" (David McKay Co., New

BYGERALD
F.UELMEN

Nathan Shapell: Milestones ahead.

York), written in 1974,details that part of
his life, and includes a dedication to his
relatives who perished in the war.
He seems to have translated that sense of
sacrifice into public service work in the
United States. In 1969,for instance, he was
appointed to the Commission on California State Government Organization and
Economy. Better known as the "Little
Hoover Commission," the state agency is
designed to root out mismanagement in
publicly financed projects.
Since becoming chairman of the commission in 1976,Shapell has led the 13-member
group in nursing home reform, Medi-Cal
and, most recently, in probing how the state
"mismanages," as he describes it, government property in California.
Shapell claims to be non-partisan, and
he's wrestled with both Democrat and
Republican governors: He subpoenaed
Jerry Brown for the governor's failure to
turn over Medi-Cal documents, and he's
lambasted George Deukmejian, particularly for his 1984 veto of nursing-home
reform.
What's ahead for Shapell remains to be
seen. But 40 years after escaping the
holocaust, four years with his company
back firmly in hand, there would seem to
be more milestones ahead for this California businessman who has survived both
the best and worst of times.
Nathan Shapell is on the Board of Trustees at
Santa Clara and received an honora,y doctorate
at the 1986 commencement.
171isarticle is reprinted by permission of California Business.
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Although comic strips are frequently a
source of amusement, they occasionally
raise provocative questions that makes us
uncomfortable. A couple of months ago,
Charles Schulz raised a very provocative
question for us in Peanuts.
In the strip shown above, Snoopy walks
away, thinking "Attorneys hate questions
like that."
That's not a question we can walk away
from today, as we welcome 260 of you to
your first day of law school. Let's explore
how you might respond to such a hard
question.
The easiest way to answer Linus's question might be to employ the Socratic technique oflaw professors: respond by asking
another question. You might ask, "How
many senior citizens were evicted or denied
social security benefits last year without
ever seeing a lawyer?" Or, "How many
aliens were deported every day without the
assistance of counsel?"
The risk in this technique is that your
questioner might employ the same technique and ask you still another question: "Are
you planning to devote your legal career to
the representation of aged and alien indigents?" I would hope some of you could
answer that question affirmatively without
hedging, but I harbor no illusion that a
majority would do so.
Another approach to Linus's question is
to respond to his premise. Although there
are 700,000 attorneys in this country, they
are not evenly distributed. New York and
San Francisco may be abundantly supplied,
but many smaller communities and rural
areas still have real needs.
This answer may suffer the same
drawback as the first. Many of you are at
Santa Clara Law School because you hope
to pursue your legal career in the Bay Area,
and perceive that Santa Clara's local repuFALL 1986

tation will make such a transition easier.
Although your perception is certainly
accurate, I hope you will take advantage of
the broader horizons our placement office
can offer. Fully satisfying legal careers can
be readily found in smaller communities,
offering their own set of rewards. Those
rewards won't include $65,000 for the first
year out, though.
Still another approach to the query might
be to utilize the glib comeback. Examples
include, "We'll always need more good
lawyers." Or, "We can certainly use more
ethical lawyers." Although few will take
issue with such sentiments, they tend to be
tautological. With rare exceptions, the
700,000 lawyers who preceded you to the
bar can also describe themselves with complete justification as good, ethical lawyers.

"Lawyers like hard
questions . .. that's precisely
why we need more lawyers."
Joining in the denigration of our profession
and mindless condemnation of our peers is
hardly an appropriate justification for seeking to join their ranks.
You might justify your lawyerly ambitions by highlighting the ways in which you
are different from your 700,000 future
peers. More over 40 percent of you are
women, and only 15 percent of the profession is female. Twenty percent of you
represent ethnic minorities, and your addition to the professional rolls will offset the
gross underrepresentation of your group.
Unquestionably, we are still playing
"catch up" in the effort to open the legal
profession to all segments of our society.
That still leaves most of you without an

answer, though. And I hope that many
are uncomfortable with a response that
simply suggests, "You need me because
I'm a woman, or because I'm black, brown
or yellow."
The most satisfying answer to the question of why we need you might be suggested
in Snoopy's lack of response to Linus.
Snoopy's failure to reply is a dead giveaway.
It unmasks Snoopy as a fraud. Snoopy is
not a real attorney. Snoopy thinks, ''Attorneys hate questions like that." You don't
hate questions like that. I don't hate questions like that. Lawyers like hard questions.
And that's precisely why we need more
lawyers. We live in a world that provides
lots of hard questions to be answered. We
have plenty of people around to offer easy
answers that won't survive hard analysis.
You're going to spend the next three or four
years struggling with many of the hardest
questions you've ever been asked. You're
going to acquire an analytical skill that is
demanding and rigorous. Those of you who
master that skill will always be needed.
Today a legal education offers a broader
array of career choices than ever before.
Even those who pursue careers in the
business world will find their law degree
is a substantial asset. With so many lawyers
to deal with, corporate America is seeking
executives who can think like lawyers, and
tackle the tough questions with lawyer-like
analysis. Unlike Snoopy, real lawyers don't
simply walk away from hard questions.
They struggle for answers. Welcome to
what I hope will be a lifetime of struggle
for you. We do need you.
Gerald F. Uelmen is the new dean of the
School of La111. This is his welcome to the
class entering the law school this fall.
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Is
Santa
Clara
§fill
t§Uif;.t
By Peg Major
years ago was partly an extension of the
s Santa Clara still Jesuit? That's a
deep unrest on college campuses throughquestion alumni frequently ask.
out the world at that time.
Some wonder if Santa Clara will
"But I think people today see we are
always have a Jesuit president. Others are
doing significant things and that there
concerned because the number of Jesuits
is life-· and depth - in the Order," he
teaching undergraduates is low, a result of
declining and resigned vocations during
says. ''Although we Jesuits are sometimes
controversial, I believe we are on the cutthe past decade. One alumnus-parent worting edge and that's an
ried because his youngattraction."
ster went through the
'54lthough we Jesuits
University without takSanta Clara's ability to
attract
qualified and
ing a single class from
are sometimes
competent Jesuits in toa Jesuit.
controversial,
day's market is a definite
Although today some
I believe we're on
advantage, says UniverJesuits continue to leave
the priesthood,
the
sity Historian Gerald
the cutting edge. "
number doesn't compare
McKevitt, S.J. "Over the
-Lyndon Farwell, S.J.
long run, Jesuits are
to the fairly steady
voting with their feetwithdrawal that took
by beating a path to
place during the late
.
places like Santa Clara, which they say
1960sand early 1970s.In fact, Jesuit vocacorrespond to their ideals and interests as
tions in the California Province have
Jesuits."
stabilized in the past few years, with betIt's also important to note that the role
ween 10 and 12 men entering each year.
But the earlier resignations hit the
of the campus Jesuit has changed during
the last two decades. As William F. DonOrder hard. As one Jesuit put it: "It's as
nelly, S.J., rector of the community points
if we were holding our breath for those
out: "First, there is a lot more diversity.
years and now we are breathing again."
Lyndon Farwell, S.J., former president
Three of our Jesuits, for example, live and
work in San Jose in the University's Eastof the Jesuit School of Sacred Theology
at Berkeley, says the exodus by Jesuits 15
side Project, although officially they are

========================
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Father Donnelly: Jesuit longterm prospects
"encouraging and positive."

''Jesuits today are
subject to the same
hiring ... procedures
as the lay faculty."
-William Donnelly, S.J.
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part of our community."
But a powerful second factor affecting the number of teaching Jesuits stems
from a change in University policy, the rector says. "Jesuits today are subject to the
same hiring and tenure procedures as the
lay faculty, which means the department
chair, the dean, sometimes the academic
vice president, and, if the applicant is a
Jesuit, the rector, must all be in agreement
on a candidate. It is sometimes difficult to
place a Jesuit in this specialized structure
because there may not be a vacancy in his
specialty at the right time," Donnelly says.
That policy is an outgrowth of the legal
separation of American Jesuit universities
from the religious order in 1968, when
Santa Clara and other Jesuit schools were
incorporated individually, each with its
own board of lay and Jesuit trustees. Previously, the university president doubled as
rector of the Jesuit community.
Says President William J. Rewak, S.J.:
"Today the Jesuit community is more of
a leaven in the University rather than a
point of control. That represents a major
change from the way it was run before. To
some it seemed a backing away from the

Jesuit identity."
A tremendous force in strengthening that
identity is the Bannan Foundation, Rewak
says, which makes it possible for major
Jesuit scholars to come to Santa Clara.
Established in 1982 with a $1.5 million
grant by the Bannan family, to enhance the
Jesuit character of Santa Clara, the Foundation already has brought eight visiting
scholars to the campus.
"Without the Bannan Foundation we
would not cease to be a Jesuit institution, but with it we can more easily and
with more assurance preserve our identity," says Rewak.
This fall there are 52 Jesuits in the
University community: 15 in administration
or in other University projects, and 23
among the 290 men and women that constitute the full-time faculty. Six Jesuits
joined the faculty and staff at the University in the last twelve months.
And the longterm prospect for Jesuits at
Santa Clara is "encouraging and positive,"
says Donnelly. He cites the facts that Jesuit
collegians from the California Province
now study for their undergraduate degrees
on this campus (eight in 1986-87), and that
one or two SCU seniors a year enter the
Society after their June graduation. Jesuits
today have a lot to say about where they
want to be, the rector says, and it helps
when they have a firsthand opinion about
a school.
□

And so the query: Is Santa Clara still
Jesuit?
Probably the larger question is what
makes Santa Clara Jesuit? Obviously there
is no one answer. But a random sampling
of faculty members earlier this fall provided the following insight into characteristics they say keep Santa Clara Jesuit.
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I'm just finishing my twentieth year at
Santa Clara. In the past two decades, I think
I've had Jesuit education explained to me
a half-dozen times, including the time I
served on the Goals Committee in the 1970s
that drew up our present Statement of Purpose. But without consulting my notes, I'd
say the characteristics of a Jesuit education
include a concern with every human facet
-moral, intellectual, physical, spiritual,
aesthetic-and action in this world, rather
than a graceful reflection on the worlds of
the past or the future. It means living as
energetic, enthusiastic, inspiring, selfsacrificing, accomplishing people. The better sort of Jesuit lives that way-and so do

who are friends to the students. But these
men and women were selected because they
share the Jesuit idea: that education tries to
develop every facet of the studentimagination, memory, creativity, critical
intelligence, speculative wonderment. This
pristine Jesuit idea has not changed.
And we believe that to become good Christians, men and women must first be good
human beings-with
"good" meaning
maturely developed. Education in the
Catholic religion here is as rich as everwith one regrettable defection from the
Jesuit character of the past: philosophy is
no longer a part of our general education.
- Ted Mackin, S.J., Religious Studies

O'Connor Hall arches in
the fall.

many of us lay faculty. Through the spirit
of such a faculty, Santa Clara continues to
be Jesuit, even as the numbers of those with
"S.J." after their names decrease.
- David Logothetti, Mathematics
The interaction between Jesuit and lay
faculty is one way the Jesuit presence is felt
and absorbed. A "we're all in this together"
spirit characterizes the cooperation that
prevails. By sharing themselves with usin committee work, at meals, in friendships
- the Jesuits communicate confidence in
our ability to continue to contribute to the
goals of a strong Jesuit institution.
-Linda Caren, Biology
The answer is complicated by the fact that
within the past 25 years we Jesuits have
changed our understanding of our role at
Santa Clara and at kindred schools. We no
longer try-or want-to be the men in
black who dominate students' lives. Our
prep school character is gone, but we are
just as available for conversation. Also, we
no longer pretend to do it all. We are happily part of a community of men and
women-scholars, teachers, counselorsFALL 1986

to be embraced by all men and women of
discipline-to be embraced, for example,
by a conscientious college textbook writer
who happens to view Christianity with
cold, unsympathetic eyes. The peculiar
mission of the Society of Jesus (a call to be
at once deeply involved in and spiritually
detached from the world) seems to me to
make the Jesuits peculiarly vulnerable amid
the strains of the post-Vatican II world- a
world in which ideals are peculiarly at risk,
so that service may become trendy enthusiasm, worldliness may lose its moorings, judgment may short circuit itself, and
excellence may diminish to a buzzword.
Yes, Santa Clara is preeminently a Jesuit institution, and on that account-following
the Order's 450-year tradition-preeminently at risk.
-John R. Dunlap, English/Classics
Santa Clara is still Jesuit but not as
obviously as it used to be. The religious
studies and philosophy requirements remind us of the Jesuit influence, as does the
heavy requirement for liberal arts courses
(Core Curriculum). But the lack of emphasis on writing and speaking skills, compared to the "old days," stands out and
seems to me to be not in the Jesuit tradition.
- Henry Nettesheim, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

I think about a commitment to serve
through education when I think about Santa
Clara. I also think about a family. Like a
family, Santa Clara is warm and caring; and
like a family, it distinguishes those who
belong from those who do not. Parents
struggle, as Santa Clara does, between the
desire to instill their own values and ideas
into their children and the need to release
their children to search for truth among
many competing values and ideas. Students
and faculty in today's Santa Clara come
from many more backgrounds than in yesterday's Santa Clara. We discuss a greater
variety of ideas. Some of the comfort that
comes with familiarity may have been lost,
but I doubt that there is any loss in the commitment to serve.
-Meir Statman, Finance

To me, what makes Santa Clara Jesuit is
its pursuit of academic excellence based on
Catholic principles, which is manifested in
two important ways. First, we have a diversified community on campus where different viewpoints and theories are freely
expressed and freedom of inquiry is highly
valued. Second, the faculty has achievedthe
proper balance between teaching excellence
(based on close student-teacher relationships, innovative classroom methods, and
academic counseling), and scholarship
(which includes original research and the
continuing acquisition of knowledge). This
balance is ideal: many faculty members are
not only excellent teachers but are experts
in their disciplines and make worthwhile
contributions in their fields.
- Marvin Schroth, Psychology

Santa Clara is explicitly "Jesuit" in its
formal Statement of Purpose, which is
followed by an outline of four ideals culled
from St. Ignatius's Spiritual Exercises: service, worldliness, judgment, and excellence. But the outline also includes (correctly) a remark to the effect that these
ideals are supple enough (vague enough?)
SANTACLARA MAGAZINE
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We are Jesuit in inspiration and in point
of view. We generate graduates in engineering, mathematics, theatre arts, liberal arts,
business and other disciplines, but we want
each discipline to be infused with the Jesuit
value structure, so that graduates have God
in their lives and are of service to others.
That's our foundation. The challenge is to
see that people who work here- faculty and
staff-help carry out that vision. Some of
them are timorous about that and say, "I
leave that up to you Jesuits." But that's not
possible. We want and expect the rest of the
faculty and staff to be part of that structure.
-William Donnelly, S.J., Jesuit Rector
The first thing that comes to my mind is
Santa Clara's tradition as a value-oriented,
Christian university, where students are
assisted in developing their own value
system, which (it is hoped) will guide them
through life. It is also its tradition of moral
and intellectual discipline in thought and
action, of responsibility, of creativity and
critical, discerning thought, and of a commitment to the ideal of service to others.
But to attain these goals, one does not have
to be a Jesuit. Some non-Jesuits, men and
women at Santa Clara, often contribute to
the Jesuit tradition as much if not more than
members of the Society.
- Witold Krassowski,
Sociology/Anthropology
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What makes Santa Clara Jesuit is its
encouragement of an ethical and moral
emphasis on serving others rather than
oneself. We see this particularly in the
annual institutes on the campus, where the
concern for poverty, war, hunger, and the
problems of a technological society are addressed. In addition, faculty members give
enormous amounts of their time to students
and close friendships often develop tha~
continue long after graduation. I am constantly amazed by students I advise who, in
spite of a heavy academic load, take time
to tutor elementary school students, work
with Friends Outside, assist with the
Special Olympics, or some other volunteer
program. This demonstrated concern for
the less fortunate is a hallmark of traditional Jesuit education that still exists at
Santa Clara.
- Elizabeth Moran, English/Teaching
and Learning Center

Above: Mission Gardens archway.
Below: Mayer Theatre lawn.

Mission Santa Clara: Graduations are
always festive events.

I do not worry so much about numbers
as about what we Jesuits stand for and how
we interact with our collaborators.
Whatever else, of course, we should stand
for interest in God and in living rightly
before God. The Jesuits in Mexico have impressed me as grappling seriously, if not
quite successfully, with a problem that
keeps confronting Jesuit education, the
danger that our schools may be too compromised by the status quo, may almost
presuppose a habit of affluence or
supedority among the students, and may
not contribute their share to a change of
values and social structures. Jesuits in our
Latin American schools are conscious of
having to reverse this worrisome condition.
They do so by tuition scaled to various
levels of income, by service programs
involving all students, and, above all, by
critical teaching. The challenge to Jesuits
in U.S. schools includes the above, while
also facing us with those perplexed questions about human relationships and
commitment-for example, the playboy
mentality, family instability, insecurity
choices-which
long-term
about
characterize our country today. Given the
tremendous plurality and jealous professionalism of the Academy in the United
States, I am still wondering if it is really
possible for us Jesuit schools to model a
different type of unversity structure, or
family, one that elicits the best from collaborators without fear and anxiety, excessive self-concern, and careerism. I do
believe that this goal is important enough
in itself to keep pursuing.
-James Torrens, S.J., English

Santa Clara is Jesuit in its commitment
to excellence in teaching, research, and service for the purpose of influencing and
enriching society. This value is also evident
in the strong arts and sciences component
in the University Curriculum, which reflects a concern for moral, theological, and
philosophical issues. And Santa Clara
extends itself to the outside community
through programs such as Project 50, the
San Jose Eastside Project, and the annual
University-wide institutes. In short, the
whole University community contributes to
the Jesuit character of Santa Claraalumni, students, faculty, staff, and administrators. In turn, the University provides every member with a unique source
of strength derived from the Jesuit ideals
embodied in the life of the Santa Clara
community.
-Francisco Jimenez,
Modern Languages

In engineering, the Jesuit character
manifests itself by the strong emphasis on
the applications of technology for the service of mankind. In teaching, we try to integrate the concepts of scientific inquiry
with the humanistic needs of society. This
goal is what makes engineering at Santa
Clara distinctly Jesuit.
-Joe Fetlock, Civil Engineering
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Among the things that make Santa Clara
Jesuit to me are the abiding and recently
reaffirmed centrality of the liberal arts and
sciences in the undergraduate curriculum,
even for students in the professional
schools; a climate on campus of awareness
of the need for, and a commitment to, social
action, represented, among other things, by
Campus Ministry, SCCAP, Skip-a-Meal,
Project Hope, Special Olympics, and
Agnews Day; in the curriculum, by the
universal undergraduate ethics requirement
and the multicultural perspective requirement in the College of Arts and Sciences;
among our graduates, by the number who
spend time in the Jesuit Volunteers; the
commanding position on campus of the
Mission Church and its bells; and, still, the
visibility, prominence, and influence of the
Jesuits on campus. They hold leadership
positions not only in the highest administration, but also in five departments in the
College of Arts and Sciences, and, although
rarely "in uniform," are certainly known by
all of us to be Jesuits. They exert, in presence and philosophy, a significant, if lowkey, influence on the character of the place.
- Helen Moritz, Classics

FALL 1986
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Although I have been saddened in my
seventeen years at Santa Clara to see a
decline in Jesuit presence, I continue to feel
the Jesuit spirit of a Judeo-Christian
humanist education remains strong. In our
Core Curriculum, our goals and values
statement, our ethical integrity and
pluralistic commitment to the search for
truth, Santa Clara continues to manifest the
Ignatian ideals set forth in Ratio Studorium.
It is a long, solid tradition that cannot
lightly be broken despite the current decline
in the number of Jesuits. Although we have
teachers and administrators of faiths other
than Catholic, intensely careful recruiting
and profound examination through the
tenure process help to assure the preservation of the Jesuit spirit. The fabric of this
tradition is so strong that the unfortunate
decline of the Jesuit presence cannot
seriously endanger what the University has
always presented to its students.
-Christian Lievestro, English

.,c
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This institution is still very Jesuit. To me
some marks of its Jesuit character are the
institutes the university sponsors each year,
a general concern for social conditions, and
the spiritual values of the campus community. The overriding principles that
guide the intellectual activities are driven
by Jesuit concerns but are shared by the
faculty at large. Having fewer Jesuits has an
impact on Santa Clara, but it is less of an
issue relative to the overall character of the
University.
-Hersh Shefrin, Economics
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Don'tCall Me

Any man who can master the complexitiesoffly-fishing
can learn to change a diaper.
By Jim Craven

I

ring the doorbell of the president of the neighborhood babysitting cooperative. Perched on my back in the Gerry
Carrier is Lindsey, my nearly bald one-year-old. Sitting
calmly in a well-used stroller is towheaded Alicia, who
is three. A woman in her thirties opens the door, does a double
take and stammers: "Oh ... hi ... come in ... It's just that we've
never had a man here before!"
So it goes in the life of a stay-at-home dad. For six months now,
I've cared for my two daughters while my wife, Karen, has
worked. Time and again I'm reminded of
what a cultural oddity I am. I'm convinced that the world isn't quite ready for
full-time fathers.
Some other examples:
• A roster of Alicia's play group arrives
in the mail. The sheet lists the names of
all the kids and the names of their mothers.
Not a single father is listed, even though
I've been attending the group for months.
• I pick up Alicia at her preschool.
Although I'm standing five feet from the
teacher, she still says to the group: "Now
I want all the moms back here by eleven."
• Karen is talking with a dear friend of
ours, an older woman without children. In
the course of discussing my new role as full-time parent, our friend
asks Karen: "Is Jim a good mother?"
Now, look, I have nothing against mothers. I think everyone
ought to have one. But sometimes I want to shout, "Hey! Dads
can be good parents too!" I refuse to accept the idea that only
mothers have a special talent for raising kids. And I'm tired of
being thought of as a pretender to the throne or almost as good
as the real thing. So call me a househusband, call me an all-day
dad, call me crazy, but don't call me Mr. Mom.
Do I sound a little paranoid on this subject? If so, it's because
FALL 1986

we fathers are bombarded daily with the notion that it's somehow
more "normal" for women to care for children. We see it on television commercials, where the parent who bakes the cakes, washes
out the grass stains, and soothes the hurt finger is almost invariably
a woman. We see it in books that pretend to be about parenting
although they focus almost exclusively on mothering. And
nowhere is the notion more prevalent than in the question of who
should stay home with the children.
This issue of which gender belongs at home with the kids is
indeed the last great barrier to equality
between the sexes. Most of the talk about
sexual liberation in the past 20 years has
focused on women. Should a mother go
back to work and when? How is a mother
to balance job and home responsibilities?
How does a mother retain an identity
separate from her children? Bookstores are
crammed with volumes on the guilt, suffering, and possible rehabilitation of
"supermoms."
But what about dads? What role do they
play in this so-called social upheaval?
Think about it. When was the last time you
asked a new father whether he was going
to stay home from work with his son or
daughter? It's a question that women agonize over all the time.
For most men, however, full-time parenthood is rarely even considered an option.
In a lot of households, it still seems remarkable when a dad
fixes dinner, changes an occasional diaper, or watches the kids
for an evening so mom can go out with friends. But stay home
for an extended period of months or years? The idea is still so
novel it remains a target of satire in such films as M,: Mom, where
poor Michael Keaton struggles to conquer such baffling tasks as
running the vacuum cleaner.
SANTACLARA MAGAZINE
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And that's too bad. Because I think that
if more men took a turn at full-time parenting not only would they understand their
wives and children better, but they just
might find out how enjoyable the experience can be.
I should be honest at this juncture and
point out that it was somewhat by chance
that after ten years of working in science,
education, and politics that I found myself
immersed in the world of "Sesame Street,"
Play-Doh, and Osh-Kosh overalls.
When our second daughter was about
seven-months-old, Karen and I both were
looking for jobs. Although she was hesitant about returning to work because
Lindsey was so young, Karen was the first
to get an offer; and the job seemed tailored
just for her. So we had to make a decision.
Since we both didn't want to return to work
and place the children in full-time day-care,
we decided that I would stay home for a
while.
And here I am six months later, still feeling sometimes like a secret agent let loose
to spy upon the foreign world of
motherhood. But I'm feeling comfortable
now in my new role and even enjoy acting
as an advocate for this nontraditional
lifestyle. In advancing the proposition that
more dads ought to try a turn at home,
however, I realize that there may be some
objections.
The first is usually an economic one.
"We can't afford it," nearly everyone says.
And they're probably correct. For most
couples, especially those in areas where the
cost of living is high, there doesn't appear
to be a choice of who should stay home:
both have to work to afford a family. I sympathize with this argument. The major
reason we moved to Oregon from the San
Francisco Bay Area five years ago was to
find a place where we wouldn't constantly
need two incomes to own a home and start
a family.
Even if a couple decides that one partner ought to stay home with the children,
it seems to make sense for the higher-wage
earner (usually the man in our society) to
remain employed while the other partner
(the woman) takes a leave _ofabsence or
quits.
Another aspect of this economic argument is that society expects professionals
to stay trapped in the straight-line progression of one career-ladder step after the
other. Holes in employment chronology
aren't welcome. And I suppose it would
take a lot of courage to write "Full-Time
Parent, 1985-1987" on one's resume.
Recognizing all these factors still makes
me ask whether we might be confusing our
18
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Jim and his charges: "Mopping up spilled spaghetti ... is trivial compared to the ... difficult emotional challenge of fostering self-esteem."

priorities. If more dads really wanted to
stay home for a period of time, could they
arrange it? A leave of absence, perhaps?
Supplementing one income with savings for
a year or so? Forgoing some of the trinkets
of a lifestyle in order to afford the luxury
of time? These are tough questions and

"[This job] is a constant
ad lib performance where
what works one day may be
obsolete the next. " •
ones that many of us haven't examined
seriously enough.
The other main objection to dads being
at home might be labeled the issue of com-

petency. Women, we're so often reminded,
are simply better suited to parenthood.
Nonsense. I challenge any man who can
master the complexities of fly-fishing,
carpentry, computer programming, or
automobile repair to honestly say he can't
learn to change a diaper, feed a baby, put
a child to bed, or take a sick kid to the
doctor.
It's not a question of ability but one of
desire. Women traditionally have been better at these tasks only because they've
learned them the hard way - through practice. I doubt seriously that there is a
biological predisposition that makes
women more suited to rinsing out poopy
diapers.
When I started watching my two
daughters full time, I didn't know intuitively how to fix two lunches and ten snacks
each day (while remembering to eat
something myself), strap two kids into their
FALL 1986

car seats while a chill Oregon rain ran
down my back, or get both children into
a grocery cart and still have room for food.
But I learned because I had to.
Besides, even though we tend to focus on
such mechanical tasks as washing diapers
and mopping up spilled spaghetti when we
talk about raising children, my experience
has shown me that these chores are trivial
compared to the infinitely more difficult
emotional challenges of fostering selfesteem, being consistent with discipline,
and providing unlimited amounts of affection and understanding. I doubt if gender
is the deciding factor in these skills either.
Putting aside the reasons why dads
shouldn't stay at home, what are the benefits for those who take the plunge? From
my own experience, I'd say it has been the
wonderful opportunity to understand what
makes my kids tick by seeing their lives
unfold, up close.
FALL 1986

I used to distrust the psychological concept known as bonding because I thought
it was too vague. But now I know what it
means to me: it's that closeness and confidence that results from regular contact
with the everyday events of your children's
lives. And you just can't get that under-

"/ still sometimes [feel]
like a secret agent let
loose to spy on the foreign
world of motherhood. "
standing by taking your child on an occasional trip to the zoo or a visit to the toy
store.
I've seen Alicia face the challenge of the

first day of preschool, learn to resolve battles over toys at her play group, and cope
with a mean father who won't buy her ice
cream before dinnertime. I've helped her
select books at the library, watched her tap
dance to her favorite records, and looked
on as she created fabulous monsters with
her paints.
And Lindsey? There's nothing more
fascinating than watching a one-year-old
when every day is a seminar in figuring out
how the world works. What happens when
you eat crayons? Will toys splash when you
drop them into the toilet? Why does dad
laugh when I give him the raspberry?
Such experiences - whether the intellectual explorations of a three-year-old or the
mischievous adventures of an infant form the mosaic that becomes a human being. Being there to observe these experiences firsthand has given me a wealth of
insight into the individual personalities of
SANTACLARA MAGAZINE
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"Perfect strangers smile at me and my little companions wherever we go."

my two children.
Another benefit has been a greater appreciation for all mothers, especially my own,
who raised five children. Because, let's face
it: this job can be at times tedious, frustrating, and nerve-racking. It is a constant
ad lib performance where what works one
day may be obsolete the next. One learns
enormous lessons in patience and
self-control.
How can kids take such heroic efforts for
granted? After being a parent myself, I look
back on my own childhood and cringe at
how thoughtless, thankless, and demanding
I was. And it always seemed at the time that
it was my parents who were the unreasonable ones!
Full-time parenting also has enabled me
to communicate better with Karen, now
that we've both spent some time in com20
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mand on the front lines. It's comforting to
know when she returns home from work
in the evening that she understands what
I've been through during the day. Like an
• ace relief pitcher, she jumps right in to
assist with the feeding, diapering, and bedtime duties. And having been the working
parent myself, I can appreciate her fatigue
at the end of the day. We try hard not to
play games about who has the more difficult job.
Will Alicia and Lindsey benefit from this
experiment? Will having me home for a
while make a difference in their lives? I
don't know. But I'll say this. I hope my girls
grow up without stereotypical notions
about the "proper" roles for men and
women. I hope they grow up with an appreciation that work in the home and work
for wages both have value and both are important. And I hope that if they become
mothers themselves they will see options
in their lives beyond those offered to so
many women today: stay home or go back
to work and continue to bear most of the
burden of nurturing their children.
As for me, I know that this role isn't going to last forever. Finances simply won't
allow that. But right now, I'm getting along
pretty well, thank you. There's a new surprise every day. Perfect strangers smile at
me and my little companions wherever we
go. And the rewards - the smiles, the
hugs, the kisses - are the most tangible
on earth.

•

0

Jim Craven is a 1975 English graduate of Santa Clara. He and his wife, Karen (Christensen
'74) moved to Salem, Oregon in 1981, where
he has worked as director of news and publications at Western Oregon State College and
served as a legislative assistant in the Oregon
House of Representatives. He wrote this article for Santa Clara Magazine last spring.

erspecnves
t a atriarch
As pioneer of Santa Clara's
battalion of Bannans,
Tom Bannan continues to be
an engineer of change.
BY PAULHENNESSY
Story continues on next page.

Consoling Alicia
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The word family has a particular
.1. meaning at Santa Clara. It not only
describes a certain atmosphere of
closeness among students and alumni,
but also refers to a well-established
tradition of clans sending generations
of their sons and daughters to the
University.
It seems appropriate to inaugurate
this new quarterly magazine with the
first in a series of stories about those
families who have shown such loyalty
to Santa Clara. Few would dispute beginning with the largest, and perhaps
most active, of these-the Bannans.
The tale can best be told by focusing
on senior son, Thomas J. Bannan,
class of '23, who was recently interviewed in his Indian Wells home, near
Palm Springs.

don't think I participated in the Roaring
'20s," Tom Bannan
quipped in response to a question about his college days.
His remark displays a few
Bannan characteristics-wit,
directness, candor, and seriousness of purpose- the traits of an
intense man whose sharp mind
maintains an uncommon focus
and discipline for his 85 years.
The comment about missing
the '20s party scene is completely believable from a man who
began his business career sweeping floors in his father's small
San Francisco machine shop and
who later helped build a family
company-Western
Gear-to
annual sales of over $200 million
when it was sold in 1981.
He is quick to point out that he
didn't build the company singlehandedly, that his brothers and
other family members were active participants in the growth of a
remarkably diversified corporation that
produced everything from "cogwheels"
(gears) to space-age systems.
His current kingdom is a spacious and
well-appointed home overlooking the
Eldorado Golf Course, and shared with his
wife, Arline; but the range of his interests
continues to span the national economy,
education, philanthropy, and the fates and
fortunes of a clan that has sent nearly 100
of its offspring to his alma mater.
The Bannan saga is a classic IrishAmerican success story that began when
locomotive engineer Patrick Bannan moved
his family from Chicago to San Francisco
at the end of the Civil War. Patrick
reportedly expressed concern that none
of his three sons shared his mechanical
bent, but was gratified when the youngest,
Philip, began working for a San Francisco
machine shop.
"P.L."-as he was known-completed
his apprenticeship and eventually bought
into the machine shop that was the forerunner of Western Gear. The path leading to
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the creation of that Bannan enterprise was
not unusually straight or smooth, but its
twists and turns helped form an uncommonly consistent family ethic.
The importance of family was central to
the Ii ves of P. L. and his bride, Teresa
Kelly, "a talented, charming and religious
woman," according to Tom, the first of
their ten children, all born in San Francisco. Tom, dubbed "Number One" due to
his hirthright as forerunner of the now
widespread and prolific Bannan clan, was
strongly encouraged to develop good work
habits, mechanical skills, and, most of all,
an abiding sense of family loyalty. He
recollects a home life with definite expectations for fulfilling responsibilities, such
as earning one's keep and being punctual
for all meals.
He also has memories of the catastrophic
earthquake that struck San Francisco on
April 18, 1906, destroying his father's
two small machine shops and ruining all
machinery except a lathe and drill press,
which P. L. reportedly dragged to the street.
P. L.'s reaction to the disaster provides insight into the influences that shaped Tom's
character. According to one anecdote, a
machinery salesman was standing with P.L.
as he watched the fire gut his life's work.
P. L.'s response was to place an immediate
order for new equipment-a delivery of
machine tools that arrived as the embers

cooled and put Pacific Gear and
Tool Works back in business.
Equally significant was the
philosophy that P.L. developed
regarding the traumatic experience. "After the fire, the
realization came to me that an
act of God or of nature can wipe
out the efforts of a human being.
There is more to life than making money," he said.
Tom recalls the statement
becoming the keynote of his
father's conduct, particularly
regarding family responsibility.
Probably this philosophy led P.
L., still in excellent health at age
62, to create a trust and begin
divesting his holdings in Western
Gear for the benefit of his family.
It is also possible to discern
some of his father's approach to
life in the sense of service and
philanthropy Tom demonstrated
throughout his career. Speaking
before a group of Southern
California businessmen in 1969, he expressed his own philosophy by saying, "I
recognize that success is a path, not a goal,
and that the temporal possessions one has
have been given by a supreme being and are
retained in trust for only a very short
period."
In fact, the Bannan dynasty at Western
Gear had a rather long and prosperous
tenure despite, like most companies, some
difficult times during the Depression.
The road toward his future goals became
clearer in 1919when, after more than two
years as an apprentice machinist, Tom
decided-contrary to his father's preference
for the University of California at Berkeley-to enroll in mechanical engineering
at Santa Clara. He did so because he wanted
the "personal attention" he felt he'd get at
a smaller, Jesuit college. It was a decision
he never regretted, particularly due to the
influence of George L. Sullivan, then dean
of the School of Engineering.
In 1984, when he donated a $2.5 million
challenge grant to the Thomas J. Bannan
Engineering Building, he attributed some
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of his motivation to perpetuating "the
memory of George Sullivan, a man I
greatly admired. He was a friend and
mentor who, along with the spirit and·
philosophy of Santa Clara, caused me to
take advantage of some of the God-given
opportunities that were put in my way."
Even P. L. came around after Tom's first
college year and began to regard Santa
Clara as the school he "preferred" for the
rest of his sons. Except for Father Louis I.
Bannan, S.J., who joined the Jesuits after
high school, all of P. L. and Teresa's other
sons-Phil, Berk, Charlie, and Barneyfollowed Tom to Santa Clara. "Father Lou"
as he is known, is now assistant to the president for Santa Clara alumni affairs and has
served at the University as psychology professor and administrator for 33 years. He
is widely regarded as the Santa Clara
representative with the most extensive network of close associations among both
students and alumni.
Associations between the family and the
University widened when three of the four
Bannan daughters-Marge,
Tudy, and
Bernice-married Santa Clara alumni after
graduating from Dominican College; the
fourth daughter, Patricia, married a USF
graduate, but mended her ways by sending
both her sons to Santa Clara.
Considering his description of himself
during student days as "a gangling kidnot very smart," Tom Bannan managed to
accomplish a lot. He played football until
sidelined with a back injury and continued
to work in his father's machine shop during vacations.
During a time of football craze when the
Bronco was chosen as Santa Clara's mascot,
Bannan showed an early inclination to stand
on principle. "I raised a ruckus in my
youthful way," he says, when college administrators seemed more inclined to grant
scholarship aid to "ringers" than to provide
medical assistance for injured players like
himself. He maintained an active interest
in football by officiating college and high
school games for several years.
Graduating in 1923 with a degree in
mechanical engineering, Bannan began a
career that would take him through the
watersheds of the twentieth century-the
Great Depression and World War II being
salient examples-with a company whose
reputation was earned through its precision
and innovation.
The Bannans acquired Seattle-based
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Western Gear in 1929-not the most glowing of economic climates. Tom and his two
oldest brothers moved to Seattle and steered
the company through the shoals of the
Depression and had it operating at nearly
full capacity by the mid-1930s. A closely
held company until 1968 when it went
public, Western Gear, which had started
with four family members in 1929, had 81
shareholders at offering time. Of these, 73
were Bannan family relatives and eight
were unrelated top executives who had been
"invited to participate with the family."
Bannan described the company modestly,
saying that "in the performance of needed
technical services, it has given a good
living and some affluence to members of
the family, without overlooking worthy
associates." He expresses pride in the fact
that the nearly 4,000 employees considered
the company "a good place to work," a
company where "the dignity of all people
was recognized."
One critical factor in the company's success was the engineering and technical
abilities of its employees. The actual array
of Western Gear products included major
mechanisms for aircraft, helicopters, naval
vessels, and Saturn rockets, as well as
delicate devices for artificial kidneys and
telescopes. It was a business, Bannan says,
built on engineering
and design

I

Above:
Bannan family album: In the family home in
San Francisco, about 1935.-(Seated) Charley,
Bernice "Be" Branson, Teresa, P.L., Marge
Abrahamson, and Phil. (Standing) Barney,
Berk, Tody Malley, Father Lou, Pat Cruden,
and Tom.

Below:
Tom Bannan, in the combat gear of the
1919 Broncos.
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capabilities, rather than on standardized,
off-the-shelf products. That focus on the
importance of first-rate training and highest
quality products obviously influenced Tom
Bannan's present desire to further the
education of contemporary students.
He has done so through his loyalty and
generosity to Jesuit institutions: to Santa
Clara, where he contributed a $2.5 million
challenge gift toward the completion of the
Thomas J. Bannan Engineering Building;
to Seattle University, where he served as
chair of the Board of Regents for 14 years;
and to Loyola Marymount University in
Los Angeles, which Western Gear supported in lesser ways and where his brother
Barney chaired the Board of Trustees from
l(J'77to l(J'79and began another term as

"I recognize that success
is a path, not a goal."
-Tom Bannan
board member in October 1983.During his
tenure at Seattle University, it grew from
a two-acre institution to a 36-acre educational complex. An engineering building
there also bears his name.
He showed further dedication to education by serving as an adviser to the University of Washington and Washington State
University, and as a member of the directorate of the National Citizens Council for
Better Schools.
Although an ecumenical spirit led him to
bolster both public and private education,
Bannan is both a product of Jesuit education and one of its strongest advocates. "I
always felt Jesuit training had a special
advantage in its emphasis on morality and
ethics as well as education," he says.
His philanthropy at Santa Clara goes
beyond engineering buildings to include
scholarship funds. He has donated substantial amounts to the Alumni Family Scholarship Program and, with other family
members, he helped establish the $1.2
million Louis Bannan Perpetual Foundation
for Christian Values, which is intended to
"advance the Catholic character of the
University and to increase and enhance the
Jesuit presence among faculty and staff."
The fund has brought many distinguished
visiting Jesuit professors to the campus.
His motivation for such generosity to
worthy causes is "to set a good example so
that others will attempt to follow." His
example has also graced Eisenhower
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Tom Bannan (upper right) with Dean George L. Sullivan (center) and other engineering classmates
in 1922-23. Note their senior "campaign" hats.

Medical Center in Rancho Mirage where
he has served on the Board of Trustees for
14years and donated a three-story building
for physicians' offices.
The impact ofBannan's donation to Santa
Clara's Engineering School has been
dramatic in terms of faculty and student
morale. Not only does the building serve
as a symbol of the positive direction of
the school, but its modern, open design
allows more interaction between faculty
and students.
Engineering Dean Ken Haughton recalls
the "very penetrating questions" Bannan
asked about the school before deciding to
establish the challenge grant. "He has a real
interest in education, particularly at Jesuit
schools," Haughton says. "His motivations
are his own work ethic and the integrity
which he sees being fostered in a school like
this. The Santa Clara Engineering School
provides a good education firmly rooted in
an ethical value system. The school is
shaped in Tom Bannan's mold. He's one of
the most impressive men I've ever met."
Tom Bannan sees this strong emphasis on
the need to train the ethical and moral sensibilities of scientists, as well as their

technical skills, being addressed in Santa
Clara's curriculum and says he was "extremely impressed" by the Institute for
Technology and Society held at the University during winter 1985.
Asked his opinion of a few defense
contractors now under scrutiny for cost
overruns, Bannan responded that some
employees of those companies are operating "without the proper moral sense." He
speaks with authority since Western Gear
provided parts for almost every American
aircraft that flew in World War II. The plant
also provided door machinery for all LST
landing craft built in the United States
during the war and subsequently received
many other classified and defense contracts.
Thinking back on such all-out efforts,
Bannan places a high value on hard work
and the American private enterprise system. He is concerned that this country's
training of fewer engineers than Japan and
other nations is a sign of economic ill
health.
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John Kuehler, senior vice president of
IBM and a 1954 Santa Clara graduate,
touched on that theme at the Bannan
building's dedication last January when he
said, "In our increasingly complex world,
today's engineer must not only be welltrained technically, but must be prepared to
deal with the implications of technology. As
history shows, technology always creates
new challenges as it solves old problems."
Kuehler praised Bannan and others who
contributed to the new engineering complex
by saying, "Those of you who have made
this building possible have done more than
merely adding an impressive new structure
to the campus. In my view, you are contributing directly to our industrial health
and our well-being as a nation. If you were
to draw a high-tech map of the world, this
building would be at its very center."
Tom Bannan concurs. "I always thought
that a well-trained engineer could enter any
commercial pursuit," he remarked. "The
more engineers we train that way-and I
mean ethically as well as in the sciencesthe more entrepreneurs you have and the
better it is for the country."
Tom's own successful business endeavors
were not limited to Western Gear. He exercised an active entrepreneurial spirit and
achieved impressive financial gains through
investment and by applying his executive
talents to other business organizations.
These often involved companies in industries similar to Western Gear, but also
included such far-flung ventures as a partnership with another Seattle businessman
that led to the formation of Princess Cruise
Lines.
His long-time friend, legal counsel and
fellow alumnus, John O'Hara, class of '39,
commented on Tom Bannan's management
style by saying, "He was a tough business
executive who had very high standards and
wasn't always tolerant of people who were
negligent or inefficient. He was and still is
a perfectionist who wants to play the game
without making any errors." Early in his
career, Tom recognized that his management skills depended mainly on "asking the
right questions" of engineers he employed.
"I knew just enough so that I couldn't be
fooled," he says with a smile.
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In 1963,Barney succeeded Tom as chief
executive officer of the company, after Tom
had held the post for 19 years. The eldest
brother became chair, and brothers Berk
and Charlie took on wider executive roles
as vice presidents. While acknowledging
that there was the expected sibling rivalry
between all the brothers who became executives of Western Gear, O'Hara commented
on the unusual "civility" that existed in the
company. Of his close legal and personal
relationship with the Bannans through that
entire time, O'Hara says, "I never heard
Barney, Tom, or any of the brothers shout

understands every sentence of every
contract.
"Personally, he's made me much more
aware of the business and economic affairs
of the world. I now read the Wall Street
Journal every day and he's to blame for
that," O'Hara says with a warm smile and
adds, "Tom is much more a friend than a
client. I admire him as much as anyone I've
known. He's been financially successful
and he feels an obligation to help others.
Most of all, he's a strong believer in private
higher education, and Santa Clara is really his first love."

Tom and Arline Bannan: On their 25th wedding anniversary.

at each other or use profanity. Family relationships took priority, even amidst the
pressures and exigencies of business."
Charlie, who recently completed a tenyear term as a Santa Clara Regent, attributes the sense of cooperation to an implicit
understanding that existed in the large
family. "It was understood that the older
children took care of the younger ones and
deserved a certain respect," he said. "There
was a line of succession that applied even
to trivial patterns such as who read the
newspaper first. It is rather remarkable that
the whole family has remained so close."
O'Hara participated in negotiations that
led to sale of the company in 1981 to
Bucyrus Erie Co. of Wisconsin, and is still
actively engaged in assisting Arline and
Tom Bannan with their legal and financial
affairs. "Tom is definitely not your typical
wealthy retired tycoon," O'Hara says. "He's
very generous and concerned about leaving a better world behind him. The
remarkable thing about him is that he hasn't
lost any of his mental acumen. He reads and

Everyone asked about Tom Bannan commented on his remarkable consistency
through the years. Family, religion, nation,
and the vital role played by education in
driving a competitive and creative economy
are where Bannan and his extended clan
place their values.
Born at the turn of the century, a product
of another era, "Number One" remains intensely involved in the present. His active
mind and deep feelings have made him an
engineer of change rather than a reactor to
change. He is a fitting patriarch and model
for the University that trained him.

Paul Hennessy is assistant vice president for
university co111111u11icatio11s
at Santa Clara.
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A guide to the beliefs
andfears that make
investorsplace theirfaith
in the wrong rules
and their money
in the wrongplaces.

HowN--to
Make Moneyin
the StockMarket
By Hersh M. Shefrin and Meir Statman

Y

ou have some extra money in the
bank and you'd like to get a higher
return by investing in a good mutual
fund. Since Consumer Reports has given
you good advice in the past on cars, TV
sets, and detergents, you are happy to see
an article on mutual funds in a recent issue.
But your hope quickly turns to dismay as
you read the opening paragraph:
A monkey throwing darts at the
stock pages in the J#ill Street Journal could probably do as well in
overall investment performance as
the average mutual-fund manager perhaps even better. In theory, a
monkey who bought what his darts
hit would end up with a randomly
selected portfolio representative of
the stock market as a whole something like the 500 largecompany stocks that make up the
Standard & Poor's index of stockmarket performance. But about 80
percent of the stock mutual funds we
looked at for this report performed
worse than the Standard & Poor's index over the most recent five-year
period.
What would you conclude about investment strategy after reading this? Should
you run out and rent a monkey? Consumer
26
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Reports (July 1985) recommends instead
that you choose a mutual fund that has
demonstrated consistent superior performance for the past five or ten years, on the
premise that past performance accurately
presages the future.
Most financial economists who have
studied the performance of mutual funds
say that this is a fallacy. A spectacular success in one period is no more likely to be
followed by success than by failure. Some
examples of inconsistent performance are
dramatic. Consider the 44 Wall Street
Fund, the best-performing fund in the fiveyear period ending in 1979.It turned out
to be the worst-performing fund in the
years 1980 to 1984, according to a recent
article in Financial World.
For the past few years, psychologists and
financial economists have been working
side by side to uncover the cognitive and
emotional factors that mislead investors,
professional and amateur alike. Psychologists Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky
have found that people commit important
systematic errors when they make decisions
involving risk and chance. These errors
occur in many different areas, financial and
elsewhere.
For instance, Tversky and two other
psychologists, Thomas Gilovich and Robert

Vallone, have closely studied "streak
shooting" in basketball. They found that
such a series of successful shots without a
miss is not due to a "hot hand," as most
fans believe, but to chance. A basketball
player is no more likely to sink his next
basket when he is in a streak than when
he is not. Similarly, a mutual fund is no
more likely to perform well after a string
of good years than after a string of
mediocre years. Most people find both
statements difficult, if not impossible, to
accept despite the evidence. Like optical
illusions, perceptions belie fact ..
Kahneman and Tversky argue that people commit errors of this sort because they
use a rule of thumb called representativeness. You can understand the general idea
by tossing a coin six times in a row. Most
people think that the resulting pattern
should feature equal proportions of heads
and tails, without long runs of either. But
the laws of statistics tell us to believe in a
"law of large numbers," not in a "law of
small numbers." Six is a small number, and
it is quite usual for the proportion of heads
in six coin tosses to be other than 50 percent. Long runs of heads or tails are
common.
The critical point is that the pattern
established in the first six tosses tells us
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absolutely nothing about the pattern that
will emerge in the subsequent six tosses.
Yet investors are forever acting as if they
can accurately forecast six subsequent
events based on the preceding six.
Financial history provides many striking
examples of the representativeness fallacy.
Take Joe Granville, a flamboyant analyst
who had a string of successful predictions
of stock-market movements in the late 1970s
and early 1980s. An article in the Journal
of Portfolio Management (Spring 1982)
suggested, based on six predictions (six
coin tosses?) by Granville, that he could
foretell the market's future. This article appeared just before the major stock-market
ra11y that summer. Ironically, Granville
recommended on the eve of the rally that
investors sell all of their stocks.
The performance of mutual funds is
another case in point. Consumer Reports
analyzed the performance of 289 such
funds over five years. Some did very well,
yielding much more than the average. But
are five or even ten years enough to
establish that one fund offers consistent
performance? Imagine that 289 mutualfund managers toss a coin five or ten times.
Wouldn't some of them have sequences of
all heads or mostly heads? Does it prove
that they have skills worth paying for? Obviously not, since coin tossing involves randomness and luck, not consistency and
skill. Unfortunately, the same is true for
stock selection (see the Technical Analysis
box).
Most investors find this puzzling.
Although they may understand their own
difficulties in investing wisely, they are
puzzled by the inability of professional
money managers to do consistently better
than average. After all, stock prices do
move in reaction to changes in interest
rates, levels of production, and government
actions. Can't a sophisticated money
manager take advantage of these relationships? The answer is no, because many
sophisticated traders have access to this
same information. Prices move up or down
so quickly as traders react to new information that the changes are not predictable.
This "random walk" of stock prices means
that no one trader has a systematic
advantage.
Some funds, of course, do better than
average for a while. Discovering real profit opportunities in the stock market is like
finding a parking spot on a busy city street.
You may occasionally be in the right place
at the right time, but it is unusual to be
lucky consistently.
What prevents people from learning the
difference between superior skills and
FALL 1986

luck? Psychologists offer various reasons
people fail to learn from experience. One
explanation relies on the study of attribution errors. Psychologists Hillel Einhorn
and Robin Hogarth suggest that individuals
may fail to learn that a process is random
because they form an initial impression and
then seek confirming evidence, while ignoring the rest. Psychologist E11enLanger
advances a second explanation, illusion of
control. She points out that people tend to
exaggerate how much effect they
themselves have on random processes.
Many gamblers throw the dice softly if they
want low numbers and hard if they want
high numbers, behaving as if effort and
concentration will pay off. In a third explanation, psychologist Baruch Fischhoff
notes that once something has happened,
people tend to see it as having been almost
inevitable and therefore predictable. This
hindsight fallacy gives them exaggerated
confidence in their ability to forecast.
If relying on luck seems an undesirable
investment strategy, there is an alternative
- inside information - that almost guarantees success. If the president of a com-

pany buys additional shares in the company
just before announcing the discovery of a
major new oil find, for example, he will
make a killing. This kind of information,
however, is rarely available even to
sophisticated money managers. Besides,
trading on inside information is illegal,
which is not to say that it is unknown.
All right. Assuming you don't care to
rely on something unreliable like luck, or
something illegal like inside information,
are there other ways to make good investments? There are several choices, all of
them with some drawbacks. One is to buy
the Vanguard First Index Trust, a mutual
fund that duplicates the Standard & Poor's
500 Index. It is available to anyone with an
initial investment of as little as $1,500,
charges no sales commissions when you invest or when you withdraw your money,
and charges no management fee because it
is not managed. All these factors make it
a better bet, in the long run, than the
managed mutual funds discussed earlier.
So why isn't Index Trust popular among
investors? One important reason is our old
friend, the representativeness fallacy. The
Index Trust is doomed to appear mediocre
over any one- or five-year period. It may
never be among the top 10 or even 30 funds
listed in such ratings, although it is likely
to outperform virtually everything else over
the long haul.
If matching the S&P index isn't good
enough, there may be ways to beat it,
although better returns are likely only for
long-term investors, and disadvantages are
part of the package. One way is to buy highrisk stocks rather than Treasury bills or
money market funds. If you can stand the
risk, financially and psychologically, you
can expect a higher-than-average return.
Another option is holding stocks that
have a high potential for imposing the pain
of regret. Evidence from Fortune (April 30,
1984)suggests that stocks of companies that
have been highly profitable provide lower
returns than those of companies seen as
"dogs," which have shown little growth or
may even have been on the verge of bankruptcy. Yet few people prefer dogs over the
well-known companies. One big reason,
we believe, is fear of regret.
To understand the concept of regret, consider an individual who has been choosing the same number in a state lottery
for ten years with absolutely no success.
Now imagine that she decides to try a different number, only to learn that had she
played her original number she would have
won $30 million. How does she feel?
Kahneman, Tversky, and economist
Co11ti11ued011Page 29.
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THE SEDUCTIVEFALLACYOF TECHNICALANALYSIS

W

e believe that technical analysis,
a branch of investment analysis,
illustrates the workings of the
representativeness
fallacy. Technical
analysis is based on the premise that investors can predict increases and decreases
in stock prices based on past trends. Chart
A shows a price history formation known
as a "head and shoulders." One of the many
technical analysis rules stipulates that an
investor should sell a stock if its price falls
below the "neckline."
It is clear, in hindsight, that selling the
stock of Texas Instruments when its price
declined below the neckline would have
been a very good idea. But could anyone
reach that conclusion beforehand? Chances
were just as good that the price would increase following the sell signal as that it
would decrease. Most financial economists
who have studied stock prices have concluded that the market is a "random walk":
a change in price on any given day is independent of past price movements.
The fallacy of technical analysis can be
seen in a simulation by economist Harry
Roberts reported many years ago in the
Journal of Finance. Roberts made up a
chart of weekly stock prices using as
"prices" random numbers from a table
constructed according to a normal distribution. The simulated prices for 52 weeks are
shown in Chart B. The head-and-shoulders
pattern appears clearly in both charts, even
though Chart B was generated from random numbers.
What intrigues us most about technical
analysts and those who follow their advice
is their failure to learn that stock price
movements are essentially random. Investment institutions, such as Merrill Lynch
and Dean Witter, continue to employ technical analysts, and these analysts dispense
investment advice on popular media programs, such as "Wall Street Week." Representativeness seems to be at work here, just
as in mutual funds and the "hot hand" in
basketball.
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Chart A shows the actual prices of Texas Instruments stock for almost a year. Chart
B consists of a series of "stock prices" generated from random numbers. Despite this
difference, both show the head-and-shoulders pattern used by technical analysts.
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Richard Thaler describe regret as the painful emotion that a person experiences upon
learning that he could have made a better
choice. It is Monday morning quarterbacking oneself.
Regret is sometimes confused with risk,
although the two are quite different. Any
two numbers have the same risk and the
same chance at winning the lottery. A
switch from one lottery number to another
does not change the level of risk. Thus, the
pain of regret here is unrelated to risk.
Rather, it comes when a person can, after
the fact, easily imagine having stayed with
the original lottery number.
To understand how regret applies to stock
selection, compare the purchase of shares
of IBM, the most admired company according to a recent Fortune survey, with
buying stock in a company such as Continental lliinois, the least admired company
in the same survey. If you buy Continental
Illinois and its price goes down, you'll
blame yourself. "How could I have been
so stupid?" you'll say. Choosing it carries
much responsibility and a high potential for
regret. However, if IBM stock drops, you'll
look at the misfortune as an act of God.
Your choice involves little responsibility
and therefore little regret, since IBM is the
conventional choice. Regret helps explain
why so many investors continue to use fullcommission brokers rather than their discount counterparts. Full-commission
brokers dispense advice; discount brokers
generally do not. Even when brokers give
useless advice, they can be useful as a
scapegoat - someone to be kicked when
things go wrong.
Both the unpleasant pain of regret and
the pleasurable glow of pride can lead to
learning. They help us remember clearly
both bad and good choices, memories that
lead us to better choices in the same way
that the pain of a burned finger teaches a
child not to touch a hot stove and the pride
of a good grade encourages a child to strive
for more.
Unfortunately, these same emotions
sometimes interfere with rational thinking.
The U.S. tax code offers tax advantages to
those who sell their losing stocks within six
months of purchase. But many wait too
long. Investment counselors know all too
well how reluctant some investors are to
part with stocks in which they have incurred paper losses. Investors who sell stock
on which they have incurred losses must
bear the pain of regret that comes with the
admission of a bad choice. Many hold
onto losing stock, thereby forgoing the tax
benefit.
Pride can have the same bad results.
FALL 1986

Investors who bought stocks that have
appreciated receive favorable tax treatment
if they wait at least six months before selling. Yet investors may sell too quickly, protecting and hastening the pleasure of pride
in profit but incurring extra taxes in the
process.
Some of the difficulties people have in
handling their investments reflect problems
of self-control much like those that plague
other areas of their lives. Just as they put
off a needed visit to the dentist, they procrastinate about selling a losing stock and
wait until December, their last chance to
claim a loss on that year's return.
Self-control is also needed to handle conflicting desires over the use of money, par-

"... [B]rokers can be
useful as a scapegoatsomeone to be kicked when
things go wrong."
ticularly among young people for whom
retirement seems so distant. The voice that
cries, "Save for retirement" has difficulty
being heard over the voice that urges the
purchase of an expensive car or a vacation
home.
Many people meet the problem by
separating their money into "mental accounts," each with specific labels and
boundaries. The technique is an old one,
as illustrated by an anecdote Fred Schwed,
Jr., tells in, Where Are the Customers'
Yachts?
There was the customer who was
wise and fabulously rich. His
richness, early in 1929, consisted of
$7.5 million, mostly gained in the
past three years. His wisdom lay in
this: he put $1.5 million into liberty
bonds and gave them to his wife with
a forceful presentation speech. "My
dearest," he said, "these securities
are now yours, they are not mine.
They represent quite as much income
as we shall ever really need for the
rest of our lives. I shall continue to
speculate and make more money. But
if by any incredible chance I should
ever come to you and ask for these
bonds back again, under no circumstance give them to me, for you
will know I have gone crazy."
Six months later he needed
margin, further to protect the $6
million that, he was certain, was only
temporarily gone. He went for the

money to the wife of his bosom, who
demurred. But he was a persuasive
man: he got the bonds back.
Temporarily.
Just as Schwed's man used a safe money
account to finance living expenses and a
speculative account to become wealthier,
we find that many people today distinguish
between a capital account and a dividend
account. They finance consumption strictly
out of dividends and make a rule not to dip
into capital.
In his extensive studies of self-control,
psychologist Walter Mischel found that
children try to resist temptation either by
distracting themselves or by physically
removing the source of the temptation.
Separating money into mental accounts speculative at one end of the spectrum, untouchable at the other - is an adult version of these same techniques. One popular
form is a pension plan built up through
automatic salary deductions and deposited
into a retirement account that is either difficult or impossible to access.
Self-control techniques such as these
help us save and prevent us from gambling
wildly, but such caution can be costly. For
example, some people borrow from a bank
at a high rate of interest to finance a car,
rather than "borrow" from a college education fund they have set up for their young
children, which may pay them 5 percent
less than what they are paying in interest
on the loan. They fear that they will not
be able to force themselves to repay the
money into the college education fund, although they know that the bank will enforce
repayment of the loan. Unfortunately, using the bank as an enforcer costs them 5
percent a year. Similarly, many people
deliberately have too much tax withheld
during the year to get a big refund after
April 15.They get forced savings out of the
refund but lose interest income on the
money every month it is in the hands of the
IRS rather than their own.
Most articles that discuss investments offer advice. We have provided only a little.
Instead, we have tried to offer insight into
investment behavior by identifying some
psychological phenomena that drive it.

The awhors are farnlty members in the
Leavey School of Business and Administration at Santa Clara. Hersh M. Shefrin is
professor and chair of the Department of
Economics. He has a Ph.D. from the London
School of Economics. Meir Statman is
associate professor in the Department of
Finance. His Ph.D. is from Columbia
University.
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TOUCHSTONE
FORRECONCILIATION

House in Rye, in the southeast of England,
and wrote about the conjunction of the old
and new cultures. And if he thought the old
world conventions were sterile - because
they were simply conventions - he also
criticized the new world because it had not
yet allowed itself time to create conventions; it remained rude and uncut. The new
had a vitality and sparkle that had long
since died in the old culture, but it did not
know yet how to channel that vitality for
productive and pleasurable human commerce. One culture had gone beyond the
childbearing age; the other had not yet
reached puberty.
I have to admit to an impatience with
James. Once, many years ago, I took a summer course in Fordham and had to read ten
of his novels in six weeks. My sensibility
was refined to death. Since then, I have
seldom been able to read him with any
perceptible enjoyment. That is a function
of my own immaturity, perhaps; I'm waiting
for the right moment. To read James, we
have to be able to see the whole world in

"He may have had hair on
his chest, but his mind ...
had yet to reach puberty."

REFLECTIONS
OFANAMERICAN
ABROAD
ByWilliamJ. Rewak,S.J.
"What do you mean, I don't know your
name. Of course, I know your name. We've
been doing this for over a week now."
"But you don't call me by my name."
"That's silly. Eat your roast beef."
''All we do is sit and eat and you yell at
the waitress. Why couldn't we have taken
the table she wanted us to take? That's the
way they do it in British hotels. You have
a table assigned to your room."
"Now just shut up. I'm paying the bill;
that's all they're interested in. In that way,
at least, they're modern."
I was sitting at the table next to them, in
the Brennan Hotel in Oban, Scotland. An
old Victorian structure, it was used to a
more genteel clientele: jeans paraded
through the dusty chandeliered dining room
now, and lazy American accents echoed
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down nearly empty hallways. The carpet on
the grand staircase was threadbare.
But the waitresses and the woman at the
desk were most polite. If they were forced
to live simply, and if they were often dependent on small tips dispensed by unmannered Americans, they did not seem to
mind. Back in the kitchen, or in their "bedsit" in the evening, they might grumble
to a sympathetic ear, but we Americans
can almost always act irresponsibly in
the British Isles without fear of even an
indignant eyebrow.
The conversation next to me was continuing in a more abrasive and too personal
mode, so I got up and started to leave.
As I pushed my chair toward the table, I
sneaked a look at them. She was pretty,
he was magisterial; she had her hands

clutched tightly between her legs, he had
his stacked like marble bookends on either
side of his plate. I wanted to look at her, to
acknowledge my sympathy, but I knew it
was better to leave the troubles where they
were. I walked out.
What could I have done? An American
traveling in western Scotland has no right
to educate other Americans, arrogant
though they may be, on the proper protocol
in British hotels. Especially when they're
an unmarried man and woman.
Out behind the hotel and toward the low
eastern hills that marched toward the grand
symmetry of Ben Nevis, the countryside
was filled with purple rhododendrons; and
as I walked down a curving path, with the
purple crowding in on either side, I thought
of Henry James. Years ago, he sat in Lamb
FALL 1986

an offhand remark or notice the crumbling
of a personality in the flutter of a handkerchief. I'll get there. Sometime.
But he is perceptive on that relationship
between America and Europe. We were
once pilgrims fleeing to a promised land,
and now we're pilgrims returning to the
ruins and holy places of a landscape that
burns in the back of our imaginations, that
beckons like the ghost of Hamlet's·father.
But the problem is that we are not always
sensitive to the holy places. Nor have we
learned the emotional and conventional
response that dovetails with the stimulus.
I recall several years ago attending a performance of John Webster's "Duchess of
Malfi" at Stratford-on-Avon. Interestingly
enough, the audience was mostly British,
but in front of me sat a family of three father, mother, son - from somewhere in
the southern United States (the musical and
honeyed accent was rather pleasant). The
father, at least, had left his ten-gallon
hat at home, but his girth did preclude a
totally unobstructed view of the dramatic
proceedings.
I can understand his fidgeting during the
dumb show when the duchess is banished
FALL 1986

for giving birth to three supposedly illegitimate children: the convention is not easy
and the gestures are melodramatic in the
extreme. I can accept his gulping two gins
during the intermission: Renaissance
politics in dubious iambic pentameter, laced
with surreptitious assignations and the babbling of madmen, are not ordinary fare in
the southern oil fields. I don't think.
But the emotion is true. And Judi Dench
as the duchess gave a powerful and plaintive performance that obviously moved the
audience. At the climax of the play, however, whe_nthe duchess is strangled on stage
by two executioners, each holding the end
of a rope that is gradually tightened around
her neck-and when one could hear a pin
drop in the theater-the man without the
ten-gallon hat turned to his wife and
bellowed, "Get a load of that, Gertie, isn't
that a hoot!"
The play proceeded; the people within 50
feet of him stayed silent; his teenage son
leaned as far away from him as he could,
trying to communicate at least an emotional
distance; Gertie laughed with gusto.
The play did proceed. But he never
realized he exhibited, in a particularly
unmannered and offensive way, an insensitivity toward those who were trying to
provide for him an insight into human mortality. He may have had hair on his chest,
but his mind and imagination had yet to
reach puberty.
I was reading Paul Theroux's book on
England, Kingdom by the Sea, and was
struck by what I consider an unwarranted
biliousness and superficiality. He doesn't
seem to find anything salutary about the
English character, English customs, even
English scenery. But the book was a
popular success. Did the English buy it?
Are they masochistic? Did Americans buy
it? Probably. It confirms our chauvinistic
nonsense. One can find all sorts of inefficiencies in the English character, and one
can blame them for not wanting, at times,
to be better than second-rate; but there's
an honesty there - a willingness to let
the warts show - that's appealing.
Paul Theroux was wrong: the problem in
England is not putting up with the English,
it's putting up with the Americans.
Anyway, I went back to the hotel and
packed a few books, a couple apples, and
some cookies for the boat trip the next day
to Iona. I wasn't sure I wanted to do this:
the weather can be rough, and the water
rougher, and the boat takes ten hours to get
out there and back - not counting the time
spent on the island. The sky was wet and
unsteady. But, I figured, this is one of the
reasons I came to this part of the country.

I wanted to see where St. Columba lived
and, during the latter part of the sixth century, began the Christianization of the northern isles. Most visitors are impressed by
its otherworldliness, and I wanted to see
what was so special about it. Sam Johnson,
for example, in the eighteenth century, after
having dragged Boswell through all these
Hebridean outposts, said, "That man is
little to be envied whose patriotism would
not gain force upon the field of Marathon
or whose piety would not grow warmer
among the ruins of Iona."
At seven in the morning, I boarded the
Columba with about a hundred other people and we set off westward, in a bit of a
choppy sea and under a canopy of dark
clouds, from the port of Oban and proceeded around the eastern and northern
sides of the island of Mull, passing Duart
Castle on the left - where the present Lord
Chamberlain of England, the Lord
Maclean, lives - and the small town of
Lochaline on the island of Morvern on the
right. Lochaline is where the remaining 36

"We visitors from another
world were moving in
a dimension they were
not a part of."
islanders of St. Kilda's had to settle and
begin their lives over again, after they were
evacuated from that lonely and primitive
Atlantic outpost in 1930. Their civilization
had failed, and they had to walk away from
its death.
Off the western shore of Mull and
heading south, we passed on our right the
island of Staffa, a strange basaltic creation
of a volcanic action that took place about
30 million years ago. The rocky but relatively smooth upper part of the island seems
supported by massive hexagonal pillars,
resembling the baleen of whales, all around
the base. Queen Victoria, undaunted as
usual by admonitions about the physical
dangers of alighting on that rocky shore,
visited here - as did Mendelssohn. After
he toured Fingal's Cave on the island, he
wrote his famous composition. So, almost
predictably, as the ship passed the yawning,
black mouth of the cave, the loudspeaker
switched on and played the composer's
"Fingal's Cave Overture." Mendelssohn's
delicacy was missing: the music did battle
with static.
It was clear we were sailing farther and
farther away from the twentieth century,
SANTACLARA MAGAZINE
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even though we were drinking Watney's Ale
at the same time.
We approached Iona. The ship stopped
about a half mile offshore. We could see a
small village of perhaps ten houses, a pier,
and, outside the village, the Iona Abbey
standing guard on the edge of the small
cliff. There were no trees. And there was
no sound in the air - just the slapping of
the water against the sides of the boat.
A small ferryboat arrived and attached
itself to the Columba. We could not all fit
into it - after jumping across an uncomfortable foot of open sea - so it took two
trips. We landed on the island on the small
pier between two white beaches. The one
on the left is called the Bay of Martyrs
because 68 monks were slain there by the
Vikings in 806 A.D. On the right, the beach
is called Traigh Ban nam Monach ("White
Strand of the Monks"). During a raid in
986, an army of Danes murdered the abbot
and fifteen monks. It was not a safe time
to be building churches.
Once on the island, some stopped at a
small store to buy ice cream and postcards;
some took pictures down on the beach; I
followed others headed toward the Abbey.
Columba built the first structure of wood
there in 563; in succeeding centuries,
several others were sacked by Norsemen;
and the present one, built on the remains
of the Benedictine monastery started
around 1200, was given to the Church of
Scotland by the Duke of Argyll in 1899. A
small group of people, calling themselves
the Iona Community, a religious organization founded by Lord Macleod of Fuinary
and approved by the Church, is presently
continuing the work of restoration.
It's the age of everything that is so
fascinating. It's not dead, just old. And
because it's so old, it's quiet and serene.
On the narrow road to the Abbey, I
passed two young men and a young woman
working in a vegetable garden; farther on,
a bent man with a shepherd's crook was
trying to get a flock of sheep across the
road so a horse and buggy could continue
on toward the village; and a small boy was
digging a grave next to St. Mary's Chapel,
the oldest ruins of the Abbey. Each was
intent on the task at hand, none of them
was talking, and none seemed interested
in our pilgrimage. We visitors from another
world were moving in a dimension they
were not a part of.
As I walked through the low Abbey gate,
I heard a woman, who was obviously a
volunteer helping at the Abbey, speaking to
one of the visitors. She was certainly an
American. Middle-aged, with a round and
cheery face, her brown hair brushed back
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simply, she wore the heavy, natural tweed
that is a product of so many of these islands.
When the others moved on, I approached
her and asked where she was from. She
smiled, recognizing my own accent, and
said, "La Jolla."
I told her what I was doing there and
asked her what she was doing there.
"I came here over a year ago to complete
my master's thesis in history. I finished it
after a couple months and then just stayed
on. I couldn't leave."
"Do you work here at the Abbey all the
time?"
"A small part of each day. I like to stay
close to this building. May I show you
around?"
And she did. I couldn't have asked for a
better guide.
After pointing out the huge St. John's
Cross in front of the Abbey, the first to incorporate the celtic ring and, according to
her, the finest known example in the British
Isles, we wandered through the Abbey: the

ba. These old, quiet stones breathe an air
we are not familiar with. She pointed down
along the base where the oldest ones sat:
their scars saw forgotten wars and were probably chipped by Viking swords. Possibly
•they still felt the fear of that morning when
Norse songs rang through the mist and
Abbot Norbert was murdered; but if that's
true, then they also still heard the medieval
hymn sung on Easter morning, "Victimae
Paschali Laudes."
She showed me an engraved stone on the
floor in the southeastern corner: shiny,
reflecting just a narrow sliver of light from
a tiny window across the room. The words
were indistinguishable to me, but she said
you could just make out the a's and l's
of "Alleluia."
She touched the stone with just the tips
of her fingers, as if it were a talisman.
"We want to preserve this. So much
around here is beaten away by the wind and
the hail. They're fierce. But this whole
place, this island, has to remain. We work
hard to keep it safe."
I liked her use of the word "we."
When I left the grounds of the Abbey, I
walked up a low hill to look out over the
western part of the island. The wind was
soft just then, and the sun broke through
huge puffs of clouds onto a green landscape that was littered with boulders and
threaded by stone fences. Johnson was
right, you could breathe the piety: comically, it almost seeps up through the grass
that the sheep were steadily munching. If
I had had my New Testament with me, I
would have taken it out and read aloud to
that respectful, silent, but understandably
inattentive audience.
I walked back to the pier, and we sailed
for Oban over a calm and sunlit sea.
When I arrived at the hotel and sat for
their late dinner, I noticed the couple who
had been arguing the day before were not
there. I couldn't help hoping that they would
take the trip to Iona and that they would
meet there an American woman from La
Jolla who honored and respected a tradition that was not hers, who touched gently
the stones of an ancient religion that was
not hers, and who understood a time and
a place that certainly were old but also
always new.

Celtic cross

thirteenth-century north transept, the dark
cloister, the bright choir where light comes
in through pale colored glass.
Then she took me into the oldest part of
the edifice: St. Columba's Shrine. The
foundations are ancient and legend locates
this spot as the burial place of St. Colum-

William J. Rewak, S.J., is the president of
Santa Clara University.
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Head Coach Terry Malley about Greg: "He absolutely hates to lose."

TIES
FAMILY
ByMikeMcNulty

I

►•

In the beginning there was Ron. Confident,
talented, outgoing, and a natural leader.
Then came Ray. More of the samewith a dash of pizzazz and a pinch of
swashbuckler.
And now Greg. Not a carbon copy, and
maybe the best of the three. The comparisons with his dad and uncle multiply as
Greg's successes mount.
But what can you expect when Santa
Clara football is a family affair?
Ron, the first Calcagno to attend Santa
Clara, arrived at the Mission campus in
the fall of 1960. SCU wasn't his only option. As one of the top quarterbacks in
the state, he was recruited by all the
Dame, USC, UCLA.
"powers"-Notre
His decision to attend SCU was heavily inFALL 1986

fluenced by one man-Pat Malley-then
his coach at St. Ignatius Prep in San
Francisco.
Football had returned to Santa Clara the
year before and Malley had journeyed south
from St. Ignatius to usher the sport back
in. Malley's quarterback was Ron Calcagno.
And SCU's own version of "Family Ties"
was cast.
Ron started as SCU's signal-caller all
four years (1960-63). As such, he was the
first name in the record books. The blow
of losing him at graduation was softened by
the arrival of another highly recruited St.
Ignatius quarterback, Ray Calcagno, Ron's
younger brother.
In the next four years, many of Ron's
records were erased, as the Broncos went

on to win 30 of 36 games. After the 1967
season, number 16 was retired-a tribute
to both Calcagnos who had worn the
number with such distinction.
Sixteen years later, at the beginning of
Pat Malley's 25th year at Santa Clara, a
tall, thin quarterback from St. Francis
High School logged in with the other freshmen recruits at the fall practice. His last
name was Calcagno. By family consent,
jersey number 16 was reinstated for Greg
Calcagno, son of Ron and nephew of Ray.
During his first two years, Greg saw
action in only three games, completing one
pass in six attempts. His main duty was to
quarterback the scout team during practice
each week. More experienced quarterbacks
played ahead of him while he served a long,
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Greg is the kind of a guy "liked by everyone," says teammate Mike Monnard.

but necessary, apprenticeship.
His patience was rewarded Sept. 8, 1985,
when he started at quarterback. His performance dispelled any doubts about his
maturity. He completed 20 passes in 26
attempts for 311 yards and a pair of
touchdowns. Not a bad debut.

FROM DONOHOE ALUMNI HOUSE
who played with Greg at St. Francis in
1982, agrees his teammate leads by example, not force.
"He is the kind of guy who is liked by
everyone," Monnard says. "He can pull
people together really well, but he's not
a big talker."
Monnard says Greg has no illusions of
grandeur. The younger players look up to
Greg, but not because he acts like a star,
he says.
"He even plays video games with the
freshmen."
Ron Calcagno, whose advice to his son
was simply "be the best you can be," says
Greg has "a lot stronger arm" than he
ever had.
That strength withstood grueling summer
workouts to shine in the 38 games Greg
started since his junior year at St. Francis.
His teams have won 33, lost four, and tied
one.
The credit for his success, Greg says,
goes mostly to his high school coach at St.
Francis-who just happens to be his dadRon Calcagno.

"Greg. Not a carbon
copy, and maybe the best
of the three."
He ticked off other successes with the
same ease that the clock ticks off the
remaining minutes of a close game: later
in 1985, he hit 21 of 25 for a staggering
429 yards and a record-setting six scores
against San Francisco State; he holds the
school record of completing 185 passes in
307 attempts (60.3 percent) for 2,509 yards
and 17 touchdowns; he was named to the
All-Western Football Conference squad,
and finished as the number two passing
efficiency leader in the nation.
Yes, definitely a chip off of both blocks.
At 6 '3 ", Greg is taller than. Ron or Ray.
But is he like his dad or his uncle? Yes and
no, says head coach Terry Malley.
"His personality is different from Ron's
or Ray's. He isn't as outgoing, but he's just
as competitive," Malley says. "He absolutely hates to lose, and he's never satisfied
with his performance.
"He commands respect," Malley says,
"Because he works so hard. He's a leaderperiod."
Bronco wide receiver Mike Monnard,
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It seems quite a while since our last
communique. Due to the change in our
publications format, some of you were concerned that you had not received mail from
us lately. Be assured we still have you in our
files. Periodic alumni newsletters will supplement the new Santa Clara Magazine to
keep you in touch with developments on the
campus and in the Association. Handling
that chore will be Barbara Wyman, who
recently joined the University Communications' staff as Newsletter Editor.
□

The Alumni Survey Questionnaire you
received from Father Rewak in September
is the most comprehensive effort the
University has made to gather information
about alumni. A statistical analysis of the
results will be published later this year.
Please note, too, that individual information will be kept in the strictest confidence.
The Survey is also a means for you to
indicate areas in which you would be interested in helping Santa Clara. Perhaps
you might share your career experience
with current students or alumni. The Alumni Association's "Insights" Program provides such an such avenue. Also, alumni
can be an invaluable resource to the Career
Development and Placement Center, by
providing internship opportunities for
students, helping arrange part-time or summer job placement, or assisting in the
placement of recent graduates and alumni.
□

The Calcagno brothers are both football
coaches: Ron at St. Francis High School in
Mt. View and Ray at St. Ignatius Preparato1y
School in San Francisco.

As alumni, you are not only beneficiaries
and products of our University, you are the
volunteers who take the time from other
commitments to assist our current students.
As adviser, student recruiter, fund raiser,
planner and sundry leader, you make a difference in the quality of the Santa Clara
education. This tradition of sharing time,
talent, and resources was evident at the annual meeting in October of the Association's National Board of Directors as the
leadership passed from President Joe
Ziemann '62 to his newly elected successor,
Mike King '63. Between these two gentlemen are 28 years of alumni responsibility
-years of selfless efforts to draw together
others for Santa Clara. We owe them a
tremendous gratitude.

Mike McNulty is the sports information director at Sama Clara.

D
When the Cowell Foundation generously
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responded to the University's request for a
new health center on campus in 1975,the
old Donohoe Infirmary became availableto
the Alumni Association. Through your efforts and with the further assistance of the
University, Donohoe Alumni House has
become a center of many dimensions during the past decade. Besides housing the
Alumni Office staff and the University
Communications department, it is a central
place for meetings, receptions, phonathons,
and sundry gatherings of alumni, students,
and faculty. A key function, envisioned by
Joe Nally '50 and Mike Hagan '61 when
they spearheaded the drive to make the
facility possible, was for the Alumni House
to be a place alumni could call home. Dick
Morrisey '41 and Bill Scilacci '44 saw to
that in the design of the facility. If you
have yet to use the Alumni House, please
drop by on your next visit to campus.

D
Many alumni commented on the large
number of alumni-related applications
mentioned in my last letter and some raised
an additional question: "How many of these
students actually enrolled in September?"
Among this fall's 860 freshmen are 107sons
and daughters of alumni; another 192 are
alumni-related. Those of you who have
most generously contributed to the Alumni Family Scholarship program will be
pleased to know that Tl of the 107sons and
daughters are recipients of AFS awards,
ranging from $500 to $3,500 per academic
year!
□

The Chapter Trail was lined with a
myriad of activities involving anywhere
from 40 to 1,100people. For the largest of
these programs, the San Jose Chapter's annual wine festival, with Chairs Tom Colby
'81, Greg Clock '84, and Paul Porrovecchio
'77, finally found optimum weather conditions on September 7. Most of the Alumni
vintners did double duty that day with the
crush at their wineries in the morning and
service to their alumni guests that afternoon
in the Mission Gardens. All of our chapters
took part in a separate effort to welcome
incoming freshmen from their area. Special thanks go to the 40 couples, alumni and
parents, who opened their homes to our
new undergraduate students and their
families.
In other chapter news, Harold Truett '47
is establishing a chapter in San Andreas for

aU "gold country" alumni; the combine of
Dennis '72 and Anne '73 Harter, Kevin '64
and Jaunita '65 O'Conner, Raymond Kelly
'47 and Joe and Jackie Tinney '64, has applied for a chapter charter in Sonoma
County; Ed Hendricks '63, Jim Wentworth
'63, Mike Bailey '82, and Tom Danforth
'82 have solidified our Phoenix constituents; and finally, though many of our
metropolitan-area chapters have quarterly
luncheon programs, the San Diego officers
recently went a step further by initiating a
monthly luncheon group.
□

Spring Reunion dates for 1987have been
set. The ten year anniversaries for the
Classes of 1937, 1947, 1957, 1967,and lfJ77
are scheduled for the weekend of May 15th
and 16th.
The golden anniversary of Santa Clara's
initial Sugar Bowl victory will be celebrated
January 10th. The team and friends will
review their 21-14 victory over then #1
nationally-ranked Louisiana State University to claim title as the nation's top football team. The 1962baseball team (another
#1 ranked group) will hold its 25th Reunion
next spring.

Jerry Kerr '61
Executive Director
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VINTAGE
SANTA
CLARA
BYANTONIA
ALLEGRA
The art of making a good_wine includes the
tradition of time, care, and enjoyment. And
it was a combination of those same three
factors that brought success to the third
annual Vintage-'Santa Clara.
The popullr' wine and food tasting event
took place Sunday, Sept. 7, under sunny
skies in the Mission Gardens.
More than 1,000 alumni and friends
roamed the lawn area, nibbling hors
d'oeuvres and tasting wines. In canopied
booths trimmed in red-and-white and
tucked around the perimeter of the gardens,
22 alumni vintners and fifteen eateries offered unlimited samplings of the their
wares. Seventy volunteers, mostly alumni,

staffed the event, helping it to run smoothly.
Even the music was directed by a
member of the SCU family-John Helmer
'61, whose Franklin Street Dixieland Jazz
Band seemed the perfect upbeat for the
relaxed event.
Father Lou Bannan, S.J., shaded by a
straw hat, hobnobbed throughout the afternoon, greeting and chatting with dozens of
returning alumni.
I spent the time visiting with the wineand-food related alumni, which produced
the following brief sketches.

Cheers! Ginny and Gary Gyorkos '77, Cynthia
'76 and W. John Nicholson '77.
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Paul Obester '62 now oversees the making of both
the Obester Wines as well as those from the Gemello
Winery. Both wines are now made at the Obester
Winery in Half Moon Bay. Obester noted, "I spent
the morning moving 3,000 gallons of wine, and I have
to be at the crush tomorrow. And my wife is running
the tasting room today. But I wouldn't miss this event.
We only do one or two tastings a year and this is one
of the nicest. One thing that makes it special is that
the people who come are generally knowledgeable
about wine and enjoy tasting it and talking about it."
Patrice Boyle-Martin '74, put the afternoon in
perspective. "It seems appropriate to me that Santa
Clarans should get together over a glass of wine. After
all, I remember when we were in college and would
go to Hecker Pass and Morgan Hill to buy wine from
the winemakers there." Patrice is now director of
marketing for the family-owned Martin Brothers
winery, which buys grapes from growers John '72,
(MBAA '77) and Jim Obermeyer '74, (MBAA '76).
When Kurt Lorenzi graduated in 1975, he had a
biology degree and a sense that the wine business was
an industry just about ready to take off. Now president of California Private Reserve winery in Corte
Madera, he realizes that his timing was right. "And
we're not providing a necessity but a luxury in our
wines. It's a pleasure to know that people choose your
product because they look forward to enjoying it."
One of the most relaxed vintners at Vintage Santa
Clara this year was Steven Lewis '70, who makes
about 25 cases of his Clos de Noix wines for the
pleasure of sharing with friends and entering in
winemaking contests for amateurs. The electrical contractor spoke of the vintage Port he's working on now.
"The great thing about amateur wine-making is that
there is no pressure involved in it."
Clare Cribari represented her husband Al '43, who
was ill. She recalled the oppressive heat of the first
Vintage Santa Clara, as well as the rain which only
slowed last year's event, but did nothing to dampen
the spirit.
Roy Cecchetti, who received his degree in finance
in 1979, has joined forces with his brother-in-law
Don Sebastiani to create the Cecchetti Sebastiani
Cellar. Last year, the men combined their talents in
business and winemaking to create a wine, "that tastes
the way we think a wine should taste," according to
Roy. What was their pattern for establishing a brand
new company? Roy answered in true Bronco spirit:
"No particular pattern-we went gangbusters in all
directions at once."
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Chet Hutchinson '72, who is director of human
resources for Paul Masson, admitted that, "When we
were in college, we knew nothing about wine except
that we went for sweet wines." What's it like to return
to the campus, even if it is geographically close to
Masson's? Steve Flint '73, who also works at the
winery said. "It has changed so much!" which echoed
the sentiments of other graduates who bantered about
Santa Clara "before women," not to mention coed
dormitories on campus.
Julie Komes Garvey '71, smiled as she poured
samples of Flora Springs Chardonnay. "My dad had
no idea that his kids would get involved in the 1880
St. Helena winery he bought after his retirement from
Bechtel. But my brother John (Komes '62), and my
husband Pat (Garvey '74) did three years of research, studying anywhere there was a class about
enology. Now we bottle 17,000cases of wine a year
and sell 80 percent of our grapes to other wineries."
Another alumna in the wine industry is Cathy
Gaskett, a marketing professional who earned her
MBA in agribusiness at Santa Clara in 1984. She is
the first female executive with the M. Marion winery
in Los Gatos. "They wanted me to be a tour guide,"
she explained. But the company needed reports on the
use of computers in the wine industry and Gaskell
found a niche with the company.

Fred Franzia '65, was busy handling a strike at the
JFJ Bronco Winery, a company that has grown in 13
years since its beginning to the fourth-largest capacity winery in Califor11ia. Fred, his brother Joseph
'64, and cousin John run the wholesale-only company.
Michael Mondavi '64, now president of the Robe11
Mondavi Winery, was conducting a national sales
meeting at his house and could not attend. His family's company is most proud of the joint venture with
Baron Phillippe de Rothschild, the first alliance between French and American winemakers in history.
Bob Pellegrini '71, is president and Jean Pellegrini
Rodriguez '78 is vice president of their family's wine
company, which bears the family name.
It was a young family affair in the Gallo booth.
John Gallo '83, grandson of Julio Gallo, was pouring recent vintages and his sister Julie Gallo Van
der Wall '81, was busily feeding her baby, Emilie.
Julie is a designer for the wine company and John, a
finance graduate, works in the wine company's purchasing department.
Three SCU engineers had designed 20 wineries
when they decided to start their own. Mike Forni '69
and Jim '63 and Paul '52 Cassayre, award-winning
amateur winemakers, banded together in 1976to form
Cassayre-Forni winery in Rutherford.
And Rollie Heitz '80, was pouring his family's

Lake Tahoe, Nevada

ci, all '44; Ken Machado '47; Frank
Fiscalini and Joe Santana, both '48; Bill
Clark '49; John Laxalt and Gene Ravizza,
both '50; and Father Lou Bannan, S.J.

Among the 1,000 attending a tribute to
Senator Paul Laxalt (R -Nev.) at Lake Tahoe
in late August were about twenty classmates
from his days at Santa Clara. Host for the
evening was the Nevada Republican Party.
Laxalt '44 enjoyed a brief reunion with the
Santa Clara contingent following the festivities, which were held at Caesars Tahoe.
Santa Clarans in attendance included Cy
McMillan '42; Elmer D'Angelo and Bob
Valentine, both '43; Bill Crowley, Bob
Lacey, Lou Boitano, Mike Mcinnis, Jim
Delehanty, Jimmy Jones, and Bill Scilac-

Kickoff Barbecue

An unseasonably cool September evening
in Alumni Park provided the backdrop for
the Alumni Association's annual Kickoff
Barbecue Sept. 10 for head football coach
Terry Malley, his staff, and their 1986team.
Orange Bowl co-captain Hall Haynes '50
emceed the affair, introducing Malley, who,
in turn, presented each of the 72 players.

famous Cabernets and Chardonnays and talking with
those who visited his booth.
Roger Brunello '63 former Bronco football star, is
owner of Le Boulanger Bakery, which has won top
awards in a San Francisco contest over the last years.
He spoke of his original concept, which later became
"La Petite Boulangerie." That company was bought
by Pepsico in 1981 and is now franchised nationally.
Rick Enos '68, joined the ranks of food professionals
when he returned from the Army and began working
for the Victoria Station restaurants. Then, branching
out on his own he formed the Compadres Mexican bar
and grills-three in California and one in Hawaii.
Enos' sons Jeff (12) and Scott (9) helped him heap
chilies, guacamole and grated cheese into flour tortillas, which were then sizzled hot on an open grill and
cut into serving pieces.
Robert Pezzaniti '73, and his brother Nick (MBA
'73), now operate Le Chateau in San Jose, formerly
Nick's Pizza, which was owned by their parents. They
offered samples of their Escargots a la San Jose, a
unique presentation of snails in pungent garlic butter
served in large pasta shells.

Antonia Lastreto Allegra '67 is the Food and
Wine Editorfor the San Diego Tribune.

Heading the eight-man cooking crew were
Bronco booster Joe Ravizza and Bob
DeBenedictis '49. They served barbecued
ribs during the reception hour to the 350
alumni and friends on hand, and followed
that with traditional fare for this affair a steak dinner. Team members, many of
whom ate with their parents, were dressed
alike in red-and-white striped polo shirts
emblazoned "1985 Far West Conference
Champions," spoils from their 8-2 championship season.
Sacramento

Forty-five alumni were present at a special
luncheon meeting in Sacramento on Sept.
16,featuring Sacramento Bishop Francis A.
Quinn as the speaker. Setting for the event
was La Scala Cafe. Arrangements were
handled by Kelley Farrell '80.
Redwood Empire

The 54th annual Redwood Empire Chapter
Barbecue took place Sept. 11at the Marin
Yacht Club in San Rafael with 80 alumni
present and accounted for. SCU's new
Athletic Director Tom O'Connor was the
guest speaker. Dave Paganini '72 was in
charge of the event.

i\t Laxalt's Lake Tahoe tribute: (L-R) Father Lou Bannan, S.J., Frank Fiscalini, Bob Valentine, Bill
Crowley, Paul Laxalt.
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Because of the publication schedule, Fall
Homecoming, Oct. 24-25, will be covered
in the next issue of Santa Clara Magazine.
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ALUMNICLASSNOTES
BYDORIS
UHLENDORF
ClassNotesEditor

ALUMNICLASSNITTES
of General Motors Research Laboratories in Warren,
Mich., has been named a Fellow of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). He is also
an associate editor of the Journal of Biomechanical
E11gineeri11g.

THE WAY WE WERE-1946

'69 Judith

(Filippi) Bishop is an attorney with the
firm of Eli, Bettini & Ulman in Phoenix, Ariz., where
she lives with her husband, William, and children,
Elizabeth and Matthew ....
Mark Cleary is president of Aerolyte Systems in Burlingame. His home is
in Sausalito ....
Harriet (Weissensee) Codeglia is
an administration manager for Opus Systems in Cupertino ....
Denise Hargleroad is enrolled in her first
year at the University of San Francisco School of Law
. Cmdr. Thomas Mackin, U.S.N., after returning from overseas duty as an F-18 pilot aboard the
U.S.S. Constellation, is stationed at the Pentagon ....
Maureen O'Connell (JD '75) is a partner in the Los
Gatos real estate firm, Lawyers Realty ....
Dennis
C. Smolarski, S.J., an assistant professor of
mathematics at SCU, has had a second book published by Paulis! Press, How Not lo Say Mass: A guidebook
for all co11cemed about authentic worship.

'48 Frank Fiscalini stepped down as president and
chief executive officer of Alexian Brothers Hospital
in San Jose to become national vice president of corporate community services for Alexian Brothers Health
System, Inc., the hospital's parent company, which is
based in Elk Grove, Ill. Fiscalini also serves on a host
of civic organizations, and is chairman of San Jose's
Charter Review Committee.
'50 Dominic A. Fanelli has been elected to the Board
of Directors of San Jose National Bank and the SJNB
Financial Corporation. One of the founders of the
bank, he is also a retired executive partner of
KMG/Main Hurdman's San Jose office.
'51

Paul Pelliccione lives in Gilroy with his wife,
Rose, where he is manager and secretary of the Gilroy
Elks Lodge.

'52 Eugene C. Acronico, president of Diana Fruit
Preserving Company of Santa Clara, ,v-.iselected chairman of the California League of Food Processors by
the association's Board of Directors at its 82nd annual
meeting ....
Newly elected sheriff of San Benito
County is Harvey S. Nyland, who will take office in
January 1987.He has worked for the Monterey County
Sheriffs Department for the past 20 years, in charge
of the County Jail and Rehabilitation Center. Harvey
also was mayor of San Juan Bautista for one year and
is now vice mayor and a member of the city council.
He and his wife, Gladys, live in San Juan Bautista.
Two of their four children are Santa Clarans, John '86
and Barbara '88.
'53 Robert Kilkenny and his wife, Beverly, live in
Leawood, Kansas. Robert is president of Taylor Forge
Engineered Systems in Paola, Kansas.
'55 Arthur Hull Hayes Jr., M.D., has been named
president and chief executive officer of EM Pharmaceuticals in Hawthorne, NY. The firm, which
develops and markets pharmaceuticals and medical
devices, is associated with E. Merck of Darmstadt,
West Germany. Prior to joining EM, he was provost
of New York Medical College in Valhalla, NY. He also
is president of the United States Pharmacopeial Convention Inc., the nonprofit, scientific organization
responsible for setting the legally enforceable standards
for drugs in the United States, and one of27 honorary
member of the American Pharmaceutical Association.
'56 John A. Beaulieu has been named chief
executive officer of the Oregon Resource and Technology Development Corporation (ORTDC), which
encourages development of existing Oregon industries
and fosters new industry. Using Oregon lottery proceeds, ORTDC will make seed capital investments,
award applied research grants, and provide technical
assistance to start-up enterprises. The office is located
in Portland, Ore.
'58 Robert Ciraulo is a lieutenant colonel in the U.S.
Army, stationed in Naples, Italy, where he lives with
his wife, Mary.
'59 Roger Milton lives in Hickory, N.C., with his
wife, Delores, where he is president of Technibilt
Corp., a division of Whittaker Corp.
'60 Michael S. Lynch is with the U.S. Department
of State and lives in McLean, Va. He has two sons,
Tom and Sean.
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Homecoming Dance in Seifert Gymnasium.

'61 Richard Bernacchi, an authority in the developing field of computer law, had his second book published, Bernacchi 011Co111pllterlam Written with two
co-authors, is a definitive guide to the management
and legal issues of acquiring, marketing and managing computer hardware, software and telecommunications systems. A partner at Irell & Manella, a Los
Angeles law firm, Bernacchi is a pioneer in computer
law and a past president of the Computer Law Association . . . Terry Curtola, Jr., has been appointed
executive vice president of the Eastern Division of the
Building Industry Association of Northern California
(BIA). He also is the mayor of Vallejo and serves as
a director of the Coalition of Labor and Business ..
Richard J. Woodward is president of Converse
Consultants Northern California, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Converse Professional Group, with headquarters in Pasadena. He also holds the position of
managing officer of the firm's San Francisco office.
He received master's and doctoral degrees in civil
engineering from University of California at Berkeley
and has 20 years' experience in multidisciplinary
project management and consulting.
'62 Michael E. Corsetti, executive vice president
of Norris, Beggs & Simpson, a real estate and mortgage banking firm, has been installed as the 1986-87
president of the California Mortgage Bankers Association, the largest state mortgage banking association in
the United States. He makes his home in San Mateo
Stephen D. Home (MBA '66) is the newly
elected president of the board of directors of the
Herbert Hoover Boys and Girls Club. The club, located
in Menlo Park and Redwood City, provides activities
for 3,500 boys and girls, ages 6-18, between East Palo
Alto through Redwood City.
'64 Brenna Bolger is president of PRX, Inc., one
of Santa Clara valley's largest public relations and
advertising firms ...... Edmund Drago, who earned
a doctorate at the University of California at Berkeley
in 1975,is an associate professor of history at the College of Charleston in Charleston, S.C. He teaches 19th
century U.S. and Afro-American history .
. Dr.
Michael B. Roberts is superintendent of the Winters
Joint Unified School District in Winters.

'66 Dr. Thomas H. Bender is the Samuel Rudin
Professor teaching American Urban and 19th Century
history at New York University .....
P. John
Brunstetter, after earning a doctorate in organizational
psychology in 1984, founded a productivity research
company, The Development Center, in 1985. He has
published 11articles in various management journals.
He and his wife, Cyndee, and four teenage children
live in Laguna Hills ....
JoAnn (McCormick)
Hendrickson is the manager, technical publications,
for the University of California Benefit Programs in
Berkeley ....
Eloise Rosenblatt, R.S.M., is nearing completion of a doctorate in New Testament at
Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley.
'67

Pamela (Oliver) Atwell completed a doctorate
in politics at the University of London last year. Her
book, Brilish Ma11dari11sand Chinese Reformers, was
published by Oxford University Press in 1985. She and
her husband, Bill, live in Geneva, N.Y., where Pamela
is teaching part time at Wagner College . . . Judith
Cook lives in Redwood City and is an executive assistant for Gelco CTI in San Francisco ....
Mark J.
Stegmaier is an associate professor of history at
Cameron University in Lawton, Okla. His fields are
19thCentury U.S., Old South, and the Civil War .
Howard A. Young has been elected vice president of
taxes at Consolidated Freight ways, Inc., in Palo Alto,
after serving as director of taxes since 1981. He, his
wife, Patricia, and daughter, Amy, make their home
in Burlingame.

'68 Christopher Adams and his wife, Sheila, and
two children live in Sacramento, where he is a property tax appraiser for the State Board of Equalization ....
Patrick 1\vomey, M.D., is tenured as an
associate professor of surgery at the University of
California at Davis School of Medicine. He divides
his time among teaching surgery there, surgical practice at the U.S. Veterans' Hospital in Martinez, and
cancer research at the university. His wife, Juliette
(Spohn) is researching the history of artistic typefaces
in preparation for publication. She is active in the world
peace movement through Friends' Service. Juliette and
Pat live in Oakland . . . David C. Viano, Ph.D.,
assistant head of the biomedical science department
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'70 Lisa (Sowle) Cahill is an associate professor of
religious ethics at Boston College. She contributes
"Notes on Moral Theology" for Theological Studies,
a quarterly published by the Society of Jesus in the
U.S. Her book, Betwee11 the Sexes was published
jointly last spring by Fortress Press and Paulist Press
....
Stephen F. Flaim, Ph.D., has been promoted
to research fellow in the cardiovascular section of the
biological research department at McNeil Pharmaceutical of Spring House, Penn. He also is a visiting
associate professor in the department of physiology and
biochemistry at the Medical College of Pennsylvania
. . David B. Kramer is vice president of marketing
for Penn Van & Storage Co. in Santa Ana ....
Rex
Moser lives in Washington, D.C., where he is exhibits
director of the United States Information Agency,
supervising exhibitions about American culture around
the world.

'71 Lee V. Chilton owns and operates The Gloveman
in Fremont, where baseball gloves for players from
Little League to the major leagues are repaired. He
developed a cleaner and conditioner fluid that proved
so popular he now markets it and started a line of
custom-made catchers' mitts. He also is a counselor
of troubled kids and a member of the board of directors of College Bounders, a non-profit Oakland
organization which provides financial and counseling
support to disadvantaged youngsters trying for college
. . . . Jim Donnell is general manager of the May Co.
department store in Palm Desert, where he lives ....
Richard Coffey (MBA '74) lives in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, with his wife, Donna, and sons, Joshua and Benjamin. He is president of Vigortone-Ag Products ....
Anne (Doeltz) Farrell is a laboratory supervisor in
the chemistry department at SCU. Her husband, Tom
'83, teaches mathematics at St. Francis High School
in Mountain View ....
Vic Merolla is an account
executive with Mason-McDuffie Insurance Service,
Inc., in Pleasant Hill ....
Laura Ottavis is an
accountant for Teknowledge in Palo Alto. She and her
husband, Robert Lang (MBA '75), live in Sunnyvale
....
Jim Redd and his wife, Linda, and four
children, Aimee, Christopher, Nicole, and Katie Lynn,
live in Carpentersville, N.J., where he is the directorHTI Foods Division, of Hold-Trade International, Inc.,
and also director-Special Crops Division.
'72 Janet (Rinaura) Townsend earned a paralegal
certificate from SCU in August and is working for the
San Jose law firm of Hopkins, Mitchell & Carley ....
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Army Major John M. Wagstaffe is stationed with
the 5th Field Artillery in West Germany.

'73 Former SCU football offensive line coach Ken
Allen is an account executive with Ad Art, Inc., in
Oakland. He and his wife, Nancy, and son, Brian, live
in Danville ....
John G. Fox is a foreign service
officer serving at the U.S. Embassy in Cotonou, Benin,
West Africa ....
Maura Kinsella (now Sister Mary
Edward) entered Mother Teresa's Missionaries of
Charity in 1983. She is presently at the San Francisco
Novitiate ....
Craig Swenson, returned from working in Korea in September of 1985, is a mechanical
engineer for Westinghouse at the Braidwood nuclear
station 60 miles south of Chicago. He and his wife,
Nikki, and two children live in Braceville, Ill ....
Bruce and Leslie (Samson '76) Trela live in Fremont,
where Bruce owns Mission Engineering & Development Services, a civil engineering firm.
'74 Peggy Beemer completed a doctorate in early
Christian history at UCLA and plans to continue a
career in research and teaching at the university level
. . . . Lynn Haston is a financial consultant for Shearson Lehman Brothers in Santa Cruz . . . . Jerry Piro
is with Coldwell-Banker Realty in Mill Valley ....
Scott Reneau works for the motion picture division
of Walt Disney Pictures in Burbank. In addition, he

is the editor and publisher of Holl)wood Scriptwriter,
a monthly periodical for film and television writers,
and teaches a course in story analysis in motion
pictures and television for UCLA Extension.

'75 Thomas Devany is sales manager for Don Valley
Mazda in San Luis Obispo ....
Roger Idiart is
manager of customer service at Three- Five Semiconductor, Inc., in Tempe, Ariz ....
Laura (Feeley)
Marchette is an account executive with KRQR Radio
in San Francisco. She and her husband, Steve, live in
Belmont . . . . Mark Marnell is an attorney with the
Marina Del Rey law firm of Buckner, Haile, and
Migdal . . . . Timothy McCarthy is a chemist at I.T.
Corporation in Santa Clara ....
Mary McLane is
director of donor relations in SCU's Development
Office.
'76 Thomas Bondi, formerly a tax manager with
Rowinski, Piette, and Kado Accountancy Corporation
of San Jose, has established his own accounting firm
in San Jose ....
Barry Cervantes is the owner of
Cervantes Insurance Companies in St. Louis, Mo
....
Paul and Laurie (Clark '79) David live in
Burwood, Victoria, Australia, where Paul is the fmancial planning manager for Motorola Communications
Australia and Laurie has started a business in contract
writing . . . . Antoinette Turpin (MBA '78) has com-

MJEMORIBS
1933=35
Those were the years of President James J. Lyons, S.J.,
and Dean William C. Gianera, S.J. They led us through
difficult times: the Great Depression, Communism,
(the -I scare word), and Crime .... The first week in
November, 1933, I and other friends of Brooke Hart's
dined with him at O'Brien's Restaurant in San Jose to
celebrate his engagement to a beautiful girl and his
appointment as a vice president of Hart's department
stores. A few days later, Brooke was kidnapped and
murdered, and his body thrown into the San Francisco
Bay. The discovery of his body led to the lynching of
the kidnappers, Thomas Thurmond and Jack Holmes,
before 1,000 persons in St. James Park in San Jose.
It was a world shattering event that shook the minds
and hearts of all of us at Santa Clara .... More on the
local scene- "The Glacier Priest," Bernard R. Hubbard, S.J., visited the campus, bringing pride to our
hearts .... Adversity hit Santa Clara with the depression and caused the discontinuation of baseball, but
basketball and football grew in strength, as tens of
thousands of fans flocked to Kezar Stadium to cheer
the Broncos. George Barsi returned as the coach of
basketball in 1935 and Bronco basketball moved to
Madison Square Garden. Ralph Giannini became
SCU's first basketball All-American. Student enrollment dropped below 400, but football continued to
boom! In fact, it boiled over in Kezar before 60,000
fans when SCU clashed with the St. Mary's Gaels.
In 1935 the Pacific Coast Conference announced a
"closed shop" schedule, which eliminated SCU, USF,
. and College of the Pacific from that league. But undaunted, SCU ended the 1937 season with a perfect
record, including victories over Stanford, USF, Marquette, and St. Mary's.
On the lighter side- Did you know Santa Clara had
a polo team in those days? Captain Adams, the coach,
offered ponies at $8 for ten hours!
Remember Al Monroe and Joe Hunt playing snooker

in the pool room? Where is "Tut" Hogan and where
are the fellows who drove to L.A. in an old Dodge
sedan without doors to watch the game with U.C.L.A.?
With gratitude, I remember a visit to Frank Doherty's ranch in the San Fernando Valley and the wild
horse that ran away with me "on board." Another
thankful memory, to Bob Rohe for a weekend at the
Rohe home in L.A. and the baseball hat his Dad wore
in the house. Remember, Bob? Orchids to Joe Kelly's
family for great times in their San Francisco home,
with beautiful Mrs. Kelly looking on with pride.
Remember Frank Sobrero and his Hatlo Hat? How are
the Pontiacs rolling Frank? Memories in names: Nello
Falaschi, "Augie" Conradt, Harold Green, "Hook"
Eckman, Largay MacDonald (and his sister Montana),
"Joe" Paglia and the "coffin corner?" Ted Maino and
his wife, Rosemary, home from Botswana, thank God!
Jim Bacigalupi portraying Mathias in a sketch from
the "Bells" by Leopold Lewis.
Nostalgically!-"Charlie"
Paganini and "friend"
were invited to a formal dinner at St. Raphael's Rectory in San Rafael. The host, Very Rev. Thomas F.
Millett, secretary to Archbishop Hanna of San Francisco. After a magnificent repast a jigger of fine cognac
was placed on the table. The purpose was to indulge
the guests by allowing them to submit the proximal
ends of their cigars into the nectar of cognac for greater
flavor. However, one of the gentlemen quaffed the entire jigger himself! Remember "Charlie"?
I close this vignette with thanks to the Jesuits who
were inspired by the love of God to serve humanity
through education. And to the Franciscans who founded Mission Santa Clara in 1777. Our deepest gratitude
goes to Saint Clare, "The Light in the Garden," and
her spiritual fiance Saint Francis of Assisi, without
whom none of this would have been possible.
Jerry Hickey '35
Rochester, New York
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pleted a master's degree in organization development
at USF.

'77 Lisa Brown is a deputy district attorney in San
Joaquin County, where she heads an environmental
prosecutions unit ....
Robert H. Deline received
an MBA in real estate and construction management
in June from the University of Denver .... William
Odou (MA '83), using the pen name William M.
Drew, has published a book, D.W. Griffith's
"Intolerance": Its Genesis and Its Vision, McFarland
& Company, 1986 ....
Joseph Portuondo (JD '80)
is an attorney in Miami, Fla., where he lives with his
wife, Barbara (House '80) . . . . Ken Ravizza is
manager of sales-marketing at L.R. Free Construction Company in Campbell . . . . Howard Schmidt
works in Washington, D.C., as special assistant to the
associate director for state and local programs and support at the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
This fall, he begins law school on a part-time basis
at Catholic University of America.
'78 The Rev. Gregory B. Anderson and his wife,
Sherry, have moved to Salt Lake City, Utah, where he
is the associate pastor of Zion Lutheran Church ....
Jeff Barber is a senior buyer for Hewlett-Packard in
Roseville, where he lives with his wife, Debby, and
daughter, LeeAnn . . . . Brendan Brady, who earned
a law degree from Hastings in 1982, maintains a private
law practice in Santa Monica which emphasizes
general business and civil litigation .... Mary Ann
Cusenza lives in Paris, France, where she is European
treasury manager for Apple Computer International.
She will be in Paris until the fall of 1987. . . . Sharon
(McCarthy) Dean is a facilities assistant at the School
of Humanities and Sciences, Stanford University ....
The Rev. Michael C. Garner who graduated from
Gordon Conwell Theological
Seminary in
Massachusetts in 1982and was a pastor for three years
in Midland, Penn., is now the associate pastor of
discipleship and evangelism at the First Presbyterian
Church of Milpitas, where he lives with his wife,
Carolyn, and children, Cari and Eric ....
Lt.
Michael Gurley is operations officer on the TJ.S.S.
Mt. Hood out of San Francisco ....
Dr. John
Hubbard and his wife, Jeanne (Strobach), live in
Lansdale, Penn. John is a senior research pharmacologist with American Hoechst Corporation in
Somerville, NJ ....
Michael Mahaffey (JD '81) is
a deputy district attorney for Washoe County, Nev. His
wife, Martha (Bernal '80) is working toward a doctorate in clinical psychology at the University of
Nevada, Reno ....
Patricia Ann (Mangili) Stewart
lives in Stockton and is a kindergarten teacher at New •
Haven School for the Manteca Unified School District.
She also is working toward a master's degree in early
childhood education at Cal-State Sacramento . . . .
Patrick McVeigh is the vice president-research and
investments at Franklin Research & Development
Corporation of Boston, Mass., which specializes in
socially responsible investing. He is an expert in the
fields of the financial effects of- South African
divestiture, toxic waste, and employee ownership . . . .
L. Pierce Murphy was graduated from Gonzaga
University with a master's degree in counseling
psychology. He and his wife, Mary Anne, and son,
Nathaniel Scott, now in Pittsburgh, Penn., where
Pierce is a consultant with Development Dimensions
International, a training and human resource development consulting firm . . . . Patrick Nally is assistant
to the president of Cushman Realty Corporation in Los
Angeles . . . . Patricia Roca is secretarial assistant
to the Center for the Study of Theology and Science
in Berkeley. Since completing a master's degree in
theology at the Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley,
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Jerry McGrath, newly elected ASUSC president.
she has taught Theology of Marriage during the last
three summer sessions at Santa Clara.

'79 Kevin Carroll is the director of religious education at St. Lawrence Catholic Church in Santa Clara
....
Roger W. Cwiak has completed the M.P.A.
program at USF. He is a senior engineer in the Palo
Alto Utility Department ....
Brian Hurley lives in
San Francisco where he is an accountant with Bechtel
Corporation ....
Richard Kilroy, Jr., is an armor
battalion intelligence officer in the U.S. Army stationed
in Illesheim, West Germany ....
Norman and
Allison (Abbott '81) Kline live in Santa Clara.
Norman is a member of the senior management group
at Apple Computer in Cupertino, overseeing development of telecommunication products. Allison has a
mortgage brokerage firm, Abbott & Associates ....
Peter Leonard is a district manager for Farmers
Insurance in Redwood City, where he lives with his
wife, Saundra, and their daughter ....
Rachel
Lozano (JD '82) is a deputy district attorney for
Alameda County in Oakland . . . . E. Daniel Molina
is a tax supervisor for Coopers & Lybrand accounting firm in San Jose ....
John J. Phillips is the personnel director for Citicorp Savings in Oakland. He
and his wife, Christine, live in San Francisco.
'80

Richard Allen II and his wife, Elizabeth
(Roberts), are doing volunteer work in Areque,
Venezuela, taking care of an orphanage ....
Teresa
(Brenda) Butler is the manager of treasury operations
for Ungermann-Bass, Inc., in Santa Clara. She and
her husband, William, live in Saratoga ....
Chris
(Curry) Carlyle lives in Hillsboro, Ore., and is a
mental health therapist on the psychiatric unit at St.
Vincent's Hospital in Portland ....
Kevin Corbett
(JD '83) is an attorney with the Hayward law firm of
Jarvis & Mccardle ....
Jim Donovan works for
ASC Pacific in Fontana as the customer service
manager. He and his wife, Carol (Dempsey '81), live
in Ontario . . . . Dorothy Duder lives in Los Angeles
and is a member of the production staff of ITC/Lester
Persky Productions. She has worked on several feature
films and is currently producing a five-hour mini-series
for NBC ....
Patricia (Feeney) Gallagher and her
husband, John Gallagher (MBA), live in San Francisco, where Patricia is an assistant account executive
with Curtis Day & Co ....
Marie Gibbs, after six
years at Los Angeles advertising agencies, has joined
Sho Biz Productions to produce and promote charity
sporting events ....
Camilla Lloyd-Butler is an
account executive with Campus Casuals in Los
Angeles . . . . Steve Martinez is a loan agent for
American Savings in San Jose . . . . John S. Molloy
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works for Zycad Corporation in Newport Beach as an
applications engineer . . . . Timothy Piper and his
wife, Susan, live in Boston. Tim is in the MBA program at Harvard Business School ....
Wayne
Sabatelli lives in San Jose and is a credit administrator
with Apple Computer in Sunnyvale ....
Bart
Sullivan has been promoted to the rank of captain in
the U.S. Air Force ....
Richard Tomlin, Jr.,
received an MBA in taxation from Golden Gate
University in San Francisco and works for Arthur
Andersen in Orange County, where he has been promoted to tax manager. He and his wife, Bre, and their
two sons live in Costa Mesa ....
Teri (Palermo)
Wasserbach is a model and actress in southern California, where she is starting a design company. She
lives in Mission Viejo.

'81 Elizabeth Caserza is registration coordinator and
supervisor for Charles Schwab & Company, Inc., in
San Francisco ....
John Colford, M.D., is a resident in internal medicine at the University of California, San Francisco ....
Stephen Dehmer lives
in Kirkland, Wash., and is a specialist-operations for
Chevron USA in Seattle . . . . Kerry (McColgan) De
Raad is a product manager for the Bank of America
in San Francisco. She and her husband, Mark '81, live
in Foster City ....
Kristin (Toban) Dobbe! works
for Saxpy Computer in Sunnyvale as a purchasing
manager ....
Jeff Erickson is an environmental
chemist with the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission. His home is in Adelphi, Md., where he lives
with his wife, Mary Shea '82, and their daughter,
Lucy . . . . Mark Goodfellow is a computer programmer for Security Pacific National Bank in Los Angeles
and assistant vice president with CBS Industrial
Engineering in the bank . . . . James Houghton is
an actor with the Actor's Theatre in New York City.
His credits include Leslie (title role) in "The Hostage,"
at Greenville Avenue Theatre; and fight choreographer
for "Otello," Dallas Opera, directed by John Houseman
. . . . Fawn Neeser is completing her master's degree
at Jesuit School of Theology in Berkeley and is the
religious education director at St. Bartholomew's
parish in San Mateo . . . . Greg O'Leary is with the
industrial properties division of Grubb & Ellis in
Walnut Creek .... Graham Rutherford lives in Mill
Valley and teaches at Cardinal Newman High School
in Santa Rosa. He also coaches football, wrestling, and
rugby ....
Roy Yackulic practices law with the San
Francisco law firm of Meadows, Smith & Brown.
'82 Sherry Ann (Smith) Arca completed a master's
degree in education at Harvard Graduate School of
Education and is a counselor at Westlake School in
Los Angeles, where she lives with her husband, Philip
'81 ....
Linda Bugelli is a C.P.A. with Perkins,
Harrison & Caratan in San Francisco . . . . Michael
Calcagno is a sales engineer for Signode Corporation
in Pittsburg . . . .Tina Caratan '74is a partner in the
firm of Perkins, Harrison & Caratan in San Francisco
....
Douglas Cook is working toward a doctorate
in plant pathology at the University of Wisconsin at
Madison, where he lives with his wife, Judith (Pettebone) ....
Anthony Deszily lives in Glendora and
is assistant manager of the Embassy Suites Hotel in
Covina. He is participating in a program sponsored
by the Japanese Embassy in which he tutors Japanese
business students in Japan for four months ....
Douglas Fredrick received an M.D. degree with high
honors from Baylor College of Medicine in Houston.
He is in the residency training program in
ophthalmology at the University of California, San
Francisco . . . . Gregory Heiland has been promoted
to region manager of American Scientific Products,
a division of Baxter Travenol, in Columbia, Md ..
FALL 1986

Jeffrey Jones is an associate attorney with the Long
Beach law firm of Kiesel, Young & Logan, working
Lt.
with securities, litigation and admiralty law ....
James McFetridge, JAGC, USNR, is stationed in the
legal office at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba ....
Mary
Shea graduated from the University of Maryland at
College Park with a master's degree in policy analysis
and public management ....
Lisa (Stanley) Stapp
earned a master's degree in education at Stanford and
is now doing marketing research for DMB&B Advertising in San Francisco, where she lives with her husband, Josh ....
Analisa (Sanchez) Travaglione is
national accounts manager for Inmac in Santa Clara.
Analisa and her husband, Louis, make their home in
San Jose .... Kathleen Williams (JD '86) practices
law with Clapp, Morony, Bellagamba, Davis &
Vucinich in Palo Alto ....
Gregory Yoder, a Guardian Life Insurance Company agent in San Jose, is
among the top three percent of all life insurance agents
in the world as a member of the million dollar Round
Table, and is also a member of the San Jose Life
Underwriters Association. He is active in the San Jose
Jaycees and the FMC Toastmasters. He and his wife,
Pamela, and their sons reside in Santa Clara.

'83 Carl Babcock was an engineer-physicist for
Verbatim Corporation in Sunnyvale and is a graduate
student at the University of Wisconsin, Madison,
studying materials science and researching polymers
....
Andrea Bold has been appointed assistant
manager at the Bank of America, San Diego. She lives
in Point Loma ....
Yvonne Daverin is an aircraft
electrical engineer for United Airlines at the San Francisco International Airport . . . . Christopher Eich
received a master's in physics from Cal Tech in June
and is now a research and development engineer with
Hewlett-Packard NMD in Santa Rosa ....
Jill
Crippen-Erickson works for Zycard Corporation in
Santa Clara as an applications engineer ....
Philip
Frey earned a law degree from Willamette University
in Salem, Ore., and is practicing law in Honolulu, Hi
.... Lance Heywood lives in Santa Clara and works
for OMA Consulting Engineers in Saratoga ....
Gregory Ho is a mechanical engineer in the space
systems division of Lockheed in Sunnyvale ....
Cindy La Barge lives in Sunnyvale and is a systems
engineering advanced planner for Westinghouse . . . .
Timothy Pistoresi is an investment executive with
Paine Webber, Inc. in Merced, where he lives with his
wife, Jonae (Muzii '85), who is an account executive
for KSNN Radio ....
Julie (Lopes) Sautter is a
marketing administrator with Centex Telecommunications Corporation in San Francisco. Her husband, Bill
'84, is a technical marketing specialist with Relational
Database Systems, Inc., in Menlo Park. Their home
is in San Carlos . . . . Charlene Schulenberg was first
runner- up in the "Miss O.P." swimwear contest in
Honolulu, Hi. in July ....
Tony Vertongen earned
a degree in dentistry at the University of the Pacific
School of Dentistry in June ....
Gary Wheatley is
an account executive with Dean Witter in Bellevue,
Wash. His wife, Tina (Evezich '84) is studying for
a master's degree in special education at the University of Washington.
'84 Marine

Pfc. Peter Dessau has completed recruit
training at Marin Corps Recruit Depot in San Diego
. ... Brian Jarchow is enrolled in the master of
international management degree program at the
Thunderbird campus of the American Graduate School
oflnternational Management in Glendale, Ariz . . . .
Kevin Pasquinelli received a master of science degree
in electrical engineering, specializing in computer
engineering, in June from the University of California
at Santa Barbara .... Victor Valdez lives in San Jose
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ASUSCofficers: Sue Naumes, LindaKambestad, Gary Horgan, David Oyler, and Paul Hogan.

and is a public information specialist for special services at Moffett Field Naval Air Station.

'85 Rose Anne Bagwell is an agent with Independent Insurance Associates in San Jose ....
James
Beecher is with Amelco Mechanical Construction in
South San Francisco ....
David Burlington lives
in San Jose and is a management consultant with
Arthur Andersen in San Francisco ....
Army
Reserve 2nd Lt. Carlson Cabico completed a signal
officer basic course at the U.S. Army Signal School,
Fort Gordon, Ga . . . . Susan Dewey has been named
director of public relations for the San Jose office of
Grubb & Ellis. She will coordinate marketing and
advertising for the company's Silicon Valley office.
. . . . Mimi Faulders was a financial representative
with Patagonia, a sportswear manufacturing company
in Ventura, and is working until August, 1987, in
Nome, Alaska, with the Jesuit Volunteer Corps .....
Charlotte Hart is promotion director for Ms.
Magazine in New York City ....
Kristen Ulowetz
lives in Sacramento where she is a project engineer
for the Sacramento Air Logistics Center at McClellan
Air Force Base.
'86 Rich Albertoni has joined the Jesuit Volunteer
Corps, working as communications director for the
Anchorage Food Bank in Anchorage, Alaska.

ADVANCED
DEGREES
'65 Edward Kelly (MBA) is assistant general
manager of Varian's radiation division in Palo Alto.

'67 John W. Grover (MBA) was promoted to vice
president and manager for the Bank of California's
Southern California office for employee benefit trust.
His home is in Pasadena.

'70

R. Stephen Faust (MBA) is president and C.E.O.
of General Sports Ventures, Inc. The company operates
and franchises stores doing business as "The Athlete's
Foot." Their headquarters is in Atlanta, Ga .... Verilink
Corporation, a Sunnyvale manufacturer of high-speed
digital telecommunications equipment, has appointed
Michael Miller (MBA) as director of engineering. He
is responsible for engineering administration, project
engineering, and engineering services.

'71 Frank Kazmierczak (MBA) and his wife, Mary,
live in San Jose. Frank is a program plans specialist
for Lockheed Missiles & Space Company in Sunnyvale
.... Gary L. Meade (MBA) is the director of HMO
development for Blue Cross Blue Shield Association
in Chicago. He and his wife, Liz, and son, Andrew,
live in Lisle, Ill.
'72 J. Bruce Eckerson (JD) was elected to a third
term as district attorney of Mariposa County. A former
Marine, Eckerson is past commander of V.F.W. Post
6042 and past president of the Mariposa Rotary Club.
He also was recently elected vice president of the
California District Attorneys Association.
'73 After nearly seven years as a general business
attorney with Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation in Oakland, Daniel H. Dahlen (JD) has joined
the Orinda law firm of Perez McNabb & Cook, where
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he will be starting a business practice, emphasizing
real estate, international trade, and general business
law matters. He and his wife, Pamela, and two children
have lived in Moraga for 13 years .... Stephen
Fredkin (JD) is a partner in the Salinas law firm of
Fredkin and Linker.
'74 Thousand Trails' vice president and general
counsel, Julie A. Brooks (JD), received the President's
Award from the RV Park and Camp Resort Council
recently for her many contributions to the campground
industry. The council is part of the American Resort
and Residential Development Association. Julie is currently working on membership campground legislation in Florida, California, Wisconsin, Texas and
Michigan .... Thomas Dettmer (JD) is a public
defender in San Jose, where he lives .... Douglas R.
McDonald (MBA) is associate regional director,
Western division, for the Boy Scouts of America. His
office is in Sunnyvale ... . Randy Reedy (JD) is a partner in the Los Gatos firm of Lawyers Realty.

'75Tim Bergquist (MBA) is a major in the U.S. Air
Force, assigned to the Human Resources Lab as assistant chief, Manpower & Force Management System
Board .... Andrew Guinoso (MBA) is assistant to the
senior vice president-operations for Aramco in
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia .... Kristine Mackin McCarthy (JD) is a referee in juvenile court for Santa Clara
County.
'76 Michael Bays (JD) lives in San Jose and is a partner in Lawyers Realty in Los Gatos.

'77 Jerry Byma (MBA), after working 14years for
Hewlett-Packard in various sales and marketing positions, is now European sales manager at Adobe
Systems, Inc., in Palo Alto. His home is in San Carlos
... . Judith Pierce (MA) is a realtor with Cornish and
Carey in Palo Alto, where she lives .... Paul Polk
(MSCS) is the manager of South Asia operations for
Apollo Computer. Based in Singapore, where he lives
with his wife and three children, he handles Apollo's
busineis in Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia,
India and the Philippines.

'78 Moira Donohue (JD) lives in El Cerrito and is
an attorney in the Bank of America's legal department
in San Francisco .... Rafael Saenz (MBA) is an
account executive for the New York City advertising
firm of Young & Rubicam.
'79Peter Brewer (JD) has been appointed vice president of American Savings and Loan Association in
Stockton. He is on their legal staff, specializing in real
estate law .... Sally Suchil (JD) is the vice president
and corporate secretary of MGM Entertainment Company in Culver City. She is a member of the State Bar
of California and serves on the board of directors of
both the Women Lawyers' Association of Los Angeles
and SOJOURN (Services for Battered Women and
their Children).
'80 Conrado Montes (MS) work~ for Chevron
Research in San Francisco.
'82 Nancy Hall (MBA) lives in Cupertino, where
she is a software consultant .... David Poure (MBA)
is a national account manager for Businessland, Inc.,
in Sunnyvale. He and his family live in San Jose
.... Richard Switzer (MA) is a child abuse caseworker
in Los Angeles. He is also working on a screenwriting
career.
'83 Kevin Corbett (JD) practices law with Jarvis
& Mccardle, whose offices are in Hayward and
Pleasanton.
'84 Harold Cropp (MBA), development director of
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Sunnyvale'sCalifornia Theatre Center, was elected vice
chairman of the Greater San Jose Theatre Alliance,
an informational network comprised of representatives
from 20 local professional, commercial, educational
and community theatres ... . Janine O'Flaherty
(MBA) of San Mateo has been named a principal in
the civil engineering firm of Brian-Kangas-Foulk &
Associates in Redwood City. As a vice president, she
coordinates expansion projects at Stanford University.
'85 Kevin R. Chiarello (JD) is practicing law with
the Los Angeles law firm of Gilbert, Kelly, Crowley
& Jennett. His home is in Alhambra.

MARRIAGES
'71 Anne

E. Doeltz to Thomas E. Farrell '83 on
June 28 at St. Justin's Church. They live in Santa Clara.
'74 Pageen Rogers (MBA '78) to Thomas Mohr, on
July 13, at St. Nicholas Church in Los Altos.

'75 Mark F. Marnell to Nam Chen Lai on Jan. 3
in Singapore. They live in Los Angeles .... Robert
M. Martinson (MBA) to Lynn Barnes, on April 20,
at Meadowood Resort in St. Helena.
'78 Brendan P. Brady to Kimberly Bradstreet, at
Mission San Luis Obispo, on Sept. 13 ....
Cathy
Huber to Gary Walz, on Sept. 6, at St. Nicholas
Church, Los Altos. Their home is in Los Gatos ....
Patricia AnnMangili to William M. Stewart, on Oct.
5, 1985,at the Cathedral of the Annuncation. They live
in Stockton . . . . Rick Medeiros to Nancy Luciano
'80, at the Mission Church, on May 4. They live in
San Leandro.
'79 Christine Marie Adam to John P. Cruden III,
on April 12, in the Mission Church, San Luis Obispo.
They make their home in Redwood City.
'80 Elizabeth Bannan to Robert Gilmore, on Aug.
2, in Pasadena ....
Janet Buck (JD) to J. Gary
Nylander, on June 1, aboard the Commodore Hornblower on San Francisco Bay. Their home is in Cupertino ....
Jill Crippen to Eric Erickson, on Aug. 17,
1985.They make their home in Fremont . . . . Keiren
Donovan to Gus Araujo, in the Mission Church on
March I ....
Victoria Padilla to Moses A. Mexia,
on April 5, in the Santa Clara Mission. They live in
Santa Clara ....
Teri Palmero to Clifford Wasserbach, on Nov. 23, 1984, in Innsbruck, Austria. They
make their home in Mission Viejo . . . . Anne Peloquin to Donald Crew, on March I, in the Mission
Church. Their home is in Huntington Beach ....
Sharon Rivas to Keith Cooper, on June 21, in Christ
Church Unity, San Jose. They live in Richmond, Va.,
where Keith attends Virginia Commonwealth University Dental School . . . . Bart Sullivan to Marilyn
McCarthy, on May 25. Their home is in West Palm
Beach, Fla .... John Tralongo to Colleen McElroy,
on June 22, in the Mission Church. They make their
home in Santa Clara.
'81 Patrick Evans to Barbara Hoffmann '82, on
May 31, in the Mission Church. They live in
Oildale ....
Mary Plungy (JD '84) to Kevin
Mccurdy, on June 7, in Mission Santa Clara. Their
home is in Oakland.
'82 Gregory Heiland to Mary Royston, on May 10,
at Our Lady Queen of Angels Church in Newport
Beach. Their home is in Washington, D.C.....
Mary A. Weber to Michael J. Van Riper, on May 24,
in St. Thomas of Canterbury Church in Campbell.
They live in Santa Clara ....
Greg Pruett (MBAA
'84) to Claudia Belotti, on May 24, in the Mission
Church.

'83 Rebecca Ann Collins to Sensei Antonio
Molinar, on April 5, at Swedenborgian Church in San
Francisco. They make their home in Concord . . . .
Drew Dapkus to Mary Welty, on May 31, in the Santa
Clara Mission. They live in San Jose ....
Philip
Gregory "Greg" Frey to Maria Louise "Mia" Fialho
'84, on May 17,at St. Joseph's Catholic Church in Los
Banos. They live in Honolulu, Hi ....
Michael T.
Giusti to Melanie Anderson, on June 21, in First
Baptist Church of Los Altos. Their home is in MounScott Gordon to Sara Burdan '84,
tain View ....
in the Mission Church, on Feb. 8. They make their
home in Houston, Tex.....
Michael E. Healy to
Deeana Chapman, on June 21, in St. Patrick's
Cathedral in San Jose. They live in San Jose . . . . Ted
Hoffman to Lisa Hollenstain, on July 12, in Santa
Rosa. Their home is in Sacramento ....
Tom Obot
to Crystal Berne!, on May 10, in the Santa Clara
Mission .... Timothy Pistoresi to Jonae Muzii '85,
on Aug. 9, in the Mission Church. They live in
Merced . . . . Gary Wheatley to Christina Evezich
'84, on May 24, in Bellevue, Wash., where they live.

Ron, a daughter, Leslie Denise, on May 30. Their
home is in Novato ... To Bruce and Leslie (Samson
'76) Trela, their second son, Gregory Leland, on
March II in Fremont. .. to Bryan (MBA '76) and Barbara (Meihaus '75) Willard, their first daughter and
second child, Kathryn Helen, on Jan. 3 in San Jose.
They live in Los Altos.

'84 Steve Anderson to Marie Hare, on May 31, in
the Mission Church ....
Susan Kay King to David
Miroglio '85, on Aug. 9, in Menlo Park Presbyterian
Church. They make their home in Sacramento ....
Michael O'Hara to Elisa Spataro, on June 14, at St.
Margaret Mary Church in Lomita ....
Mike
Scurich to Jennifer Ruso, on April 26, at St. Patrick's
Nancy Politoski to
Church in Watsonville ....
Robert Cerone, on May 24, in the Mission Santa Clara.
Their home is in San Jose.

'76 To Laura (Hagan) Bailey and her husband, Jeff,
a daughter, Stephanie Michelle, on Jan. 29 in Kaneohe,
Hi ... to Paul and Laurie (Clark) David, a daughter,
Alison Therese, on Aug. 3 in Melbourne, Australia.
Their home is in Burwood, Australia.

'85 Stephanie Dublin to Paul Francois, on July 5,
in the Mission Church. They live in Sunnyvale ....
Connie Mardesich to Tevis Ignacio, on June 14, in
St. Simon's Catholic Church, Los Altos. They make
Denise Monjauze to
their home in Cupertino ....
John Edward Massey, on June 14, in San Francisco.
They live in St. Louis, Mo., where both are attending
medical school.

BIRTHS
'52 To Daniel Anderson (JD '54) and his wife,
Jamie, a daughter, Margaret Mary, on May 22 in San
Jose, where they make their home.
'67 To Robert (MS '68) and Sherry (Campbell)
Ernst, a son, Michael Joseph, on Dec. 2 in Santa
Clara.
'68 To Vivian Thode and her husband, Allan Evans,
their fifth child, Richard, on Jan. 14. They live in La
Jolla.
'69 To Ellen McCracken and her husband, Mario
Garcia, a daughter, Giuliana Rosa, on May II in
Santa Barbara ... to Connie (Davis) Koppes and her
husband, Richard, their fifth child, Michael William,
on July 23 in Sacramento.
'70 To Byron Arndt and his wife, Colleen, their
third daughter, Sylvianna Marie Estrade, on Jan. 14
in Morgan Hill.

'71 To Mike and Michael (Taylor) McGreevy, a
son, Kevin Michael, on Nov. 6 in San Diego.

'72 To David Samuelson (JD '75) and his wife,
Samantha Lyn, a daughter, Mary Faye, on May II in
Los Gatos .... To Lynne Yates-Carter (JD '76) and
her husband, Matt Carter, a son, Alexander Yates, on
July 3 in San Jose.
'73

To DeeDee Quigg-Butori and her husband,
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'74 To Lyn and Joanna (Fonseca) Haston, their first
child, Joel Nathan, on May 29 in Santa Cruz .... to
Elena (Eckersdort) Hobbs (MA '81) and her husband,
Woodson, a son, Woodson Morris V, on May 15.Their
home is in Hillsborough.... to Bill Miller and his wife,
Maryanne, a daughter, Stephanie Ann, in December
in Los Altos ... to Jerry Piro and his wife, Gail, their
second son, Marc Dominic, in Marin General
Hospital. They live in Mill Valley.

'75 To Thomas Devany and his wife, Kelly, their
first child, Genevieve Lorrainne, on April 19 in San
Luis Obispo ... to Keith (MBA '78) and Katherine
(Griffin '78) Dorsa, their third child, Matthew Daniel,
on Nov. 5 in San Jose.

'80 To Louis Carella and his wife, Tricia, a daughter,
Kaitlin Rita, on March 24 in San Francisco ... to John
Hathaway and his wife, Mary Mulligan ('81), their
third child, Michael Patrick, on Dec. 28 in Scottsdale,
Ariz ... to Jim and Lorraine (Hayes '83) Radich, a
daughter, Christine Elise, on May 30 in Aptos.
'81 To Robert (JD) and Marian (Otondo, MA '83)
Dunaway, their first child, Gregory Robert, on May
24 in Los Gatos .... to Jeff Erickson and his wife,
Mary Shea ('82), their second daughter, Lucy Claire
Shea, on Feb. 20 in Rockville, Md .... to Priscilla
(Gilster) Yonemura (MBA) and her husband, John,
a daughter, Emi Sachiko, on April 22. Their home is
in Campbell.
'82 To David Poure (MBA) and his wife, Suzanne,
their third child, Michelle Cynthia, on April 23 in San
Jose.

'22 Clarence R. Sullivan, on Aug. 29, in Long
Beach of cancer. He was owner and president of
Sullivan Equipment Company in Long Beach. He is
survived by his wife, Olivia. Mr. Sullivan addressed
his class mates at their 50th class reunion in Im, telling them "... the University reached its majority of21
when we enrolled as seniors. But of course, our Alma
Mater had reached a full maturity long before that.
A maturity and discipline born of Jesuit dedication in
an era of austerity, rigor, and comparative poverty,both
for the University and the students. But, as someone
once said, adversity tends to build more character than
self-indulgence ... I feel honored and deeply grateful
for the honor bestowed upon me and my fellow
jubilarians by our Alma Mater on this occasion."
'31 Alfred Ronstadt, former Pima County chief
deputy attorney and a member of a pioneer Tucson,
Arizona, family, died Sept. 9 after a long illness. He

THE WAY WE WERE-1974-75

'77 To Fred Chesnut and his wife, Beth, a daughter,
Kathryn Anne, in Mountain View... to Don Lynch and
his wife, Marianne, a daughter, Kelsey Marie, on April
13 in San Jose ... to Jim Obot and his wife, Pam, a
son, Kyle James, on March 22. Their home is in Fremont ... to Marc and Nikette {Rajkovich) Pujalet, a
son, Andrew James, on Aug. 17in San Francisco ... To
Ken Ravizza and his wife, Karen, their second child,
Andrew, on June 19. They live in Santa Clara.

'78 To Eric Bell (MBA) and his wife, Susanne, a
daughter, Elizabeth Susanne, on May 26 in Los
Angeles ... to Neil Milburn and his wife, Tori, a son,
Kyle Cornelius, on April Tl in Ventura ... to L. Pierce
Murphy and his wife, Mary Anne, a son, Nathaniel
Scott, on Feb. 26, 1985, in Detroit, Mich. They make
their home in Pittsburgh, Penn ... to Marion (Johnson)
(JD), and Emmett Stanton (JD), a daughter, Ann
Catherine, on July 2 in San Francisco.
'79 To Kevin Carroll and his wife, Kathy, a son,
Thomas John, on May 2. They live in Santa Clara ... to
Christina (Adza) Corcoran and her husband, Patrick,
a daughter, Sara Elizabeth, on Aug. 13 1985.They live
in Del Rio, Texas, where Patrick is a second lieutenant in the USAF flight school ... to Doug and Sherry
(Kirrene '81) Cosbie, their third child, Andrew
Richard, on Aug. 17 in Dallas, Texas ... to Susan
(Hausmann) Davison and her husband, Michael, their
first child, Kristen Elizabeth, on May 20 at Stanford.
Their home is in Menlo Park ... to Capt. Richard
Kilroy, Jr., and his wife, Lori, a daughter, Ginnet
Britt, on June 20 in Nuernberg, West Germany ... to
Janice (Yount) McCluskey and her husband, Jim, a
daughter, Jenae Shannon, on April 28 in Los
Gatos ... to Edward and Christina (Pandolfi '80)
McGovern, a daughter, Katie Elizabeth, on May I in
San Francisco ... to Mary (Meyskens) Olson and her
husband, Steve, their second child, Gerard Allen, on
Aug. 19, 1985.They live in Santa Rosa ... to Leslie Orta
and her husband, Paul Jensen (JD '80), a daughter,
Hannah Orta Jensen, on March 18 in San Jose ... to
Tim Rueda and his wife, Sue, a son, Jason Scott, on
June 6 in Castro Valley ... to Paul and Nancy
(Loughran '80) Tarantino, their second child, Steven
Christopher, on May 17 in San Mateo.
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ASUSC officers: (Front row) Jim Kraus, Bob Dawson, Jack Winder!. (Top row) Jose Lopez,
Mary Louise Miles and Lori Dennis.
'83 To Dan Donahoe (MBA) and his wife, Kaye,
their third child, Ryan James, in Fountain Hills,
Ariz .... to Mark and Stefani (Fowler '84) Willhoft,
a daughter, Megan McClure, on Aug. 12 in San Jose.
'84 To Susan (Ash) Capurro and her husband,
Frank, a son, Frank Andrew, on April 28 in
Watsonville.
'85 To Jim Monreal and his wife, Peggy FakeMonreal, a son, Timothy Patrick, on May 5
in Fresno.

DEATHS
'22 John

D. Haley, on Feb. 19, in San Francisco.

was 77. Mr. Ronstadt earned both his baccalaureate
and law degrees from Santa Clara, the latter in 1933.
He practiced law privately in Tucson before serving
as chief deputy attorney in Pima County. From 1943
until his retirement in 1971,he practiced law with the
firm of Basham, Ringe, and Correra in Mexico City.
Since retiring, he had lived in Tucson. Survivors
include his wife, Marion; two daughters and a son;
four brothers; and seven grandchildren. (See "A
Brother's Tribute.")
'34 John David Long, Sr., owner of the R. J. Heyne
Machine Shop in Phoenix, Arizona for 34 years before
his retirement, died Aug. 31 in San Diego. He was 74.
Mr. Long played tackle on Al Ruffo's freshman football team and was a member of SCU's varsity tennis
team in 1932 and 1933. He is survived by his wife,
Frances; two daughters and two sons; three sisters; and
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eight grandchildren.

'36 William G. Burman, on Jan. 17 in Northridge
of a heart attack. He earned bachelor's and master's
degrees from Harvard. He is survived by his wife,
Marian.
'37 Nello Falaschi, on July 29, in Oakland, after
a series of illnesses. A member of Santa Clara's
Athletic Hall of Fame, he also was inducted into the
National Football Foundation Hall of Fame in 1971.
Nello (Flash) Falaschi is generally considered the
greatest Santa Clara back of all time. Falaschi was captain and quarterback of the 1936 Buck Shaw team that
upset unbeaten Louisiana State 21-14in the Sugar Bowl.
It was that game that first put Santa Clara on the map
as a national football power and Falaschi, more than
anyone else, deserved the credit. His coach, Lawrence
T. (Buck) Shaw, called him "a born leader of men."
Falaschi went on to become a star with the professional
New York Giants before World War II interrupted his
career. After serving as an officer in the U.S. Navy,
he went into the construction business and headed his
own construction company in Oakland. He is survived
by his wife, Lavita, and a daughter and a son.
'39 Robert

G. Hill, on July 29, in Palm Springs of
cancer. He was 69. Mr. Hill had been an active M .A.I.
real estate appraiser in Palm Springs for the past 30
yeas. He was a member of the American Institute of
Real Estate Appraisers, the Indian Planning Commission (Palm Springs Cahuilla Band of Indians), and a
charter member of SCU's Board of Fellows. He is survived by his wife, Margaret; four sons, Robert Jr.,
Thomas, Richard, and Walter; and two daughters,
Helen Patricia Hill Read '76 and Mary Margaret
Hill Gallo '77.

'42 James T. Carleton, on June 28, in Pittsburgh,
Penn., of complications resulting from a liver
transplant on Feb. 21. A former executive of
Westinghouse Electric Corporation, he retired in
March, 1985. He served in the Army Signal Corps in
Africa and Italy during World War Il. After joining
Westinghouse in 1946, he pioneered the use of digital
computers in control systems for steel mills, paper
mills, electric utilities and inner-city rail transit
systems. He worked on the design of the Bay Area
Rapid Transit system in San Francisco and transit
systems in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and Montreal. Survivors
include his wife, Betty; two daughters, Mary Kelanic
and Stephanie Finn; a son, Jay; and two grandchildren.
'46 Timothy

Hayes, on May 21, in Los Angeles of
heart failure. He received bachelor's degree from
Loyola University. He is survived by his wife, Patricia;
. and son, Timothy '72.

'50 Silvio E. Ravetti, on June 9, in San Francisco,
where he had been an insurance broker.

'56 Melvin L. Luchetti, on July 9, after a brief
illness. He was 51. A Stockton native, he served as
a captain in the U.S. Army and later worked as an
engineer for Sylvania Electronics Corporation. He
went back to school to earn a degree in biological and
physical science and received a secondary teaching
credential from San Jose State in 1963. He received
a master's degree from USF in 1976. For the past 23
years, he taught life science at Wilcox High School
in Santa Clara. All of his life, he had been a music
lover, although he did not play an instrument. Combined with a penchant for tinkering, he became a
founding member in 1963 of the San Francisco-based
Automatic Musical Instrument Collectors Association,
an international organization devoted to preserving
automatic instruments such as player pianos, nickelo44
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deans, and band organs. He came down with
pneumonia a few weeks after returning from a trip to
England recently and died at his Santa Clara home.
Survivors include his parents, Louis and Lena Luchetti
of Stockton, and his sister, ValerieWalsh of Sebastopol.

'61 Jay Kenton Mesplay, on June 29, in Whitehorse,
Yukon Territory, Canada, of a heart attack. He was
49. Born in Nevada, Mo., he moved to Alaska in 1970
and made his home in Anchorage. He worked as a consulting mechanical engineer for Stefano Engineering
Associates for 10 years and then founded Inlet Consulting Engineers, which he owned for six years. He
was active in St. Benedict's Catholic Church, serving
on the building committee. He was an avid pilot and
loved to fly. He is survived by his wife, Patricia; his
sons, James '86, and Andrew; daughter, Theresa
Ruby; and one granddaughter.
'70 Jane M. Spack, on April 17, 1985.
'74 Dennis D. McDonald (MSME), on July 14, of

a heart attack while vacationing at Lake Tahoe. He was
46. He was bicycling along side the lake when he had
the heart attack and died later at a Truckee hospital.
Mr. McDonald worked for 21 years as a mechanical
engineer at IBM at its South San Jose plant after his
graduation from Gonzaga University in Spokane,
Wash. He also worked in the development laboratory
of IBM's General Products Division. Born in Canada,
he grew up in Spokane, where his family had settled
when he was 5. He was past president of both the
Wavemaster Model Airplane Club and the Aero
Modelers, both of San Jose, and received numerous awards for his flying models. He is survived
by his wife, Ann; and sons, Jim, John, and Paul, all
of San Jose.

'84 Bruce

David Ash, on July 31, in Watsonville
of heart arrhythmia. He is survived by his wife, Leanna; sisters Susan Ash Capurro '84 and Elizabeth Ash
'86; and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Ash, all of
Watsonville.

ABRO~

TRIBUTE
[Fhis letter to Jerry Kerr in the Alumni Of whatever he attempted. Twice Skeet Chamflee was received on September 16 and is pion of the State of Arizona, he took his
reprinted with Mr. Ronstadt's pennission.] marksmanship skills to Mexico and excelled there as well. At his retirement from
It is with a deep feeling of loss and personal the profession of law, he came "home" to
distress that I must advise you of the death Tucson bringing with him a golfing handiof my brother Alfred, who passed away the cap of seven, which was no mean feat. He
enjoyed golfing with his friends on the
early morning of the 9th of September.
He was given the Last Rites at St. courses of the Tucson National Golf Club,
Joseph's Hospital in Tucson, where he was within whose estates both of our homes are
hospitalized suffering from congestive heart located . . . . When he was a "prep" he
tried out for the football team and soon
failure and emphysema.
I am enclosing an article from the found out that he was taking a merciless
Arizona Daily Star, which provides pounding when carrying the ball. So, not
to be outdone, the following year when the
particulars.
What it does not say was that Al lost his school had moved to College Park, he
arm, his left arm, in a hunting accident at coached the "midget" team and they won
the age of sixteen. As can be imagined, this all their games but one.
As a child he had taken piano lessons for
was a traumatic experience of the first
order, causing a degree of distress that eight of his sixteen years. With the loss of
reflected in his school work. Our parents his arm he learned to play trumpet and
enrolled him in Santa Clara Preparatory. while in college organized and conducted
(which I had attended from 1919to 1922). a dance band that was in demand for some
The compassion and understanding and, I years but which he had to give up to get on
may add, perseverance of his Jesuit Schol- with his studies.
He was an excellent lawyer, respected by
astic teachers changed a confused and
rebellious youngster into an excellent stu- his peers, professionally and otherwise, and
dent who led his class when he graduated will be sorely missed, especially by his
from Bellarmine Prep (as it was then brother.
known). His undergraduate years were
William E. Ronstadt '27
equally outstanding and he graduated from
Tucson, Arizona
law with honors in 1933.
He was an "achiever" excelling in
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A
LADY
CLASSY
Jean and Ed Williman approached their life
together as an adventure. And it was in that
spirit that they came to Santa Clara 25 years
ago to help an all-male, mostly Jesuit
administration cope with enrolling the
university's first female students.
Just months before, in the spring of 1961,
SCU's president, Patrick Donohoe, S.J.,
stunned the campus community by announcing that women would be admitted
as undergraduates in the fall. In the weeks
that followed, the university hastily acquired an apartment complex three blocks
from campus to house the women. But one
essential ingredient to the plan was missing: who would provide adult supervision
for them? Certainly there were no Jesuit
volunteers. And the R.A.'s (resident assistants), of course, were all male.
Then Donohoe, as persuasive as he was
impulsive, remembered a retired couple he
had met recently. So, to make a long story
short (and a nervous administration greatly relieved), Ed and Jean Williman moved
into the front apartment and became resident houseparents for the 74 women who
broke the sex barrier that September.
For the next year and a half, the adventure for the Willimans never stopped. Ed,
retired after a successful career as a high
school administrator, slipped easily into the
role of surrogate father, helping the girls
with their homework and playing chess in
his living room with their dates while they
waited for the girls to appear. Jean, on her
part, listened sympathetically to the girls'
problems ("Some of them broke my
heart!"), and guided them gently but firmly
into their exemplary role as the first women
on campus.
"They cared for us as if we had been
their daughters," recalls Kathleen "Muff'
Regan Bui '65. "They were so protective
and supportive. Coming to Santa Clara that
fall was like starting to college and having
the world's greatest parents along to share
that experience." Bui said that what many
of them learned later was that the
Willimans had left a lovely home in San
FALL 1986

Mateo to be with them.
"Now that I'm older, and married with
children of my own, I sometimes am struck
by how unusual it was for these two people to leave their beautiful, big home and
take on that giant, time-consuming responsibility," says Bui. "It simply blows me
away.''
Father Francis Frugoli, S.J., minister at
Santa Clara at that time, said the Willimans
moved cheerfully into their tiny campus
apartment, furnishing it with antiques and
oriental rugs from their San Mateo home.
"They paid a housekeeper and a gardener
to take care of their place while they were
at the university. I don't think at the time
too many of the Jesuits even realized how
much of a sacrifice they made."

"She was just
like a mom to us."
-Muff Bui '65

The Willimans not only served Santa
Clara, but they did so without any financial remuneration, Frugoli said.
Their relationship with Santa Clara
began just a few years before, when Ed was
principal of a Pescadero high school. He
was impressed by several Santa Clara alumni he met, and, being an educator, wanted
to know more about the school that produced them. So when he retired and had
more free time, he called Father Donohoe,
and, after meeting with him, said "let me
know if I can ever be of help to you." But,
Frugoli said, "I don't think even Ed could
have guessed what Donohoe would ask him
to do a year later."
The Willimans had a history of helping
young people before they came to Santa
Clara, however. Childless themselves, they
helped raise five of Jean's nephews and

Jean Hardeman Williman

nieces in the 1940swhen Jean's brother and
his wife were killed in an automobile accident. After leaving Santa Clara late in
1962, Ed and Jean returned to their home
in San Mateo. Months later, Ed suffered
a heart attack and died.
Jean Hardeman Williman, a petite and
active 91-year-old, lives today in an apartment in San Mateo and still fits MuffBui's
description as "a classy lady."
She stays in touch with Santa Clara
regularly; one reason is that 20 years ago
she began participating in the University's
Planned Giving Program. Today she
receives monthly income checks, from
three Charitable Gift Annuities and a
Charitable Annuity Trust the university
manages for her. Establishing the annuities
and the trust were Jean's way of doing
something significant for the students and
Santa Clara, as well as providing an income
for herself. They are "a tremendous help
to me," she says. "Ed didn't want me to
worry about handling my finances when he
was gone. He thought they would be too
complicated for me. I am very pleased with
the university's management. I am secure
and worry-free. It lets me enjoy my life."
And next on her enjoyment agenda is a
25th reunion party with her "daughters"
from 1961,at the Fall Alumni Homecoming in October. She says she's eager to see
her "girls" again.
And those "girls," Muff Bui says, will
be delighted to see her, too. "She was just
-P.M.
like a mom to us."

*Promises We Keep is a regularfeature of Santa Clara Magazine, which tells the sto,y behind
some of the special gifts to the University.
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IMPACT
OF
THEREHNQUIST

COURT
BYRUSSELL
GALLOWAY

The United States has a new Chief Justice.
When Warren E. Burger resigned in June,
President Reagan chose Associate Justice
William H. Rehnquist to succeed him and
District of Columbia Circuit Judge Antonin
Scalia to fill Rehnquist's old seat. Rehnquist
has been the Court's most extreme right
winger for the last fifteen years, and Scalia
is reportedly almost as far to the.right.
The Rehnquist nomination was a shock.
A benighted conservative, Rehnquist is the
most reactionary Supreme Court Justice in
the nearly half century since James C.
McReynolds, the most obnoxious of the
Four Horsemen, retired in 1941.
What impact will the Rehnquist and
Scalia appointments have, and what should
we expect from the Rehnquist Court?
The effect of Burger's retirement and the
Rehnquist-Scalia appointments on the
Court's underlying balance of power boils
down to this: Scalia will replace Burger in
the Court's conservative wing. Before
Burger's retirement, the line-up was Rehnquist, Burger, O'Connor, Powell, and
White on the right; Blackmun and Stevens
in the center; Marshall and Brennan on the
left. The line-up in the first term of the
Rehnquist Court will probably be as
follows:
ALIGNMENT OF JUSTICES
OC10BER 1986 TERM

CENTER

LEFT
Marshall
Brennan

-

Blackmun
Stevens

RIGHT
Rehnquist
Scalia
O'Connor
Powell
White

In short, the Court's 5-2-2 balance of
power will be unchanged.
The most important effects of the
shakeup in Supreme Court personnel are
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likely to flow not from the elevation of
Rehnquist but from the Burger-Scalia succession. One major factor is age. Burger is
pushing 80 and was plainly exhausted by
the demands of the job, a subject about
which he has complained repeatedly for
years. Scalia is 49 and has energy to burn.
He is likely to anchor the conservativewing
for three decades.
A second major factor is intelligence.
Burger was probably no higher than the
eleventh percentile in legal ability on the
1985-86Court. Scalia, in contrast, is highly
intelligent and will give new intellectual
muscle to the Court's right wing, which
already has such heavy hitters as White,
O'Connor, Powell, and, of course, Rehnquist. Brennan and Marshall will be
fighting an uphill battle against the big
guns of the Rehnquist Court's dominant
conservative bloc.
The elevation of Rehnquist to Chief
Justice also may have significant repercussions. The Chief Justice's most important
prerogative is that he assigns the writing of
the Court's official opinion when he is in
the majority. Burger was more interested in
being chief administrator of the federal
courts than in the refinements of legal
analysis. Rehnquist, in contrast, has a clear
agenda for changing the contours of constitutional analysis, and he is a highly astute
legal craftsman who knows how to mold
legal doctrine to suit his ideological ends.
By assigning key opinions to himself, Chief
Justice Rehnquist will be able to have even
more impact on the shape of Supreme
Court law than he already has.
Rehnquist's brand of reactionary conservatism may have a severe adverse impact on
the American system of justice. Rehnquist's
highest jurisprudential priority is reducing
the role of the federaljudiciary in American
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society. Associate Justice Rehnquist has
been almost abject in his deference to the
executive branch, especially the military
and intelligence authorities. He vigorously opposes federal court intervention into
the processes of state and local government,
especially the work of local police departments. In cases involving claims by individuals against the government, including
claims of government encroachment on
individual liberties, Rehnquist almost
obsessively favors the government.
In short, if Rehnquist gets his way, the
federal courts will close their doors and
cease to play a major role in American
government, exc~ptperhaps the role of protecting the rights of large corporations and
the rich.
Such a development could be a disaster
for the American system of constitutional
liberties. The foundation of American
government is our written Constitution,
which imposes crucial limits on government power, limits designed to protect fundamental individual liberties such as
freedom of expression, personal privacy,
and freedom of religion. The framers of the
Constitution intended that the federal courts
would be the main enforcers of the due process clause, the equal protection clause, the
first and fourth amendments, the privilege
against self-incrimination, and the many
other constitutional restrictions that experience had proved to be necessary to
prevent tyranny.
If Rehnquist's door-closing jurisprudence
becomes dominant, the Supreme Court will
cease to perform its intended role as protector of constitutional liberties, and the
lower federal judges will find their hands
tied as well.
At present, critics of Burger-Rehnquist
conservatism see the Supreme Court as
hanging by a thread. If Brennan (age 80),
Marshall (78), Stevens (66), or even
Blackmun (77) or Powell (78) leaves the
Court in the next two years and Reagan
appoints a Bork, Meese, or Posner, the
Court will swing dramatically to the right
and many crucial rights, including the right
to an abortion, will go down in flames.
Chances are high that at least one of the
five will fall and that the shadow of NixonReagan conservatism will darken Supreme
Court history for decades.
Russell Galloway is a professor of law at
Santa Clara and a noted Supreme Courtwatcher. He is the author of The Rich and
the Poor in Supreme Court History.
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It has been more than eighty years since
W. E. B. Du Bois wrote "The problem of
the twentieth century is the problem of the
color line." The Souls of Black Folk, which
contained those words, was published a
mere three years into this century, yet it
would be difficult for anyone to think of a
more prescient and penetrating prophecy
about the character of the age into which
we have all been born. Du Bois's words
speak across the decades, and I think they
can serve to set a context for Santa Clara
in 1986.
When The Souls of Black Folk appeared,
Santa Clara College contained just slightly more than three hundred students and
they were overwhelminglywhite. Now Santa Clara University tries to educate 3,500
undergraduates and 23 percent of them are
young women and men who are not
Caucasian.
In recognition of this change, the
Multicultural Center, housing six minority
student organizations and a large programming space, was opened on campus in
spring 1986 in the Graham residence complex. The Center is about the color line;
in a larger sense, it is about lines and
boundaries.
In a spatial sense, the Center creates lines
and frontiers that need to be created. It is
a place somewhat set apart in which
students who are not colored white can find
a place of companionship and heritage, a
place of refreshment and invigoration, an
inviting and comfortable spot in which to
share the gifts of Chicano, Black,
Hawaiian, Philippino, Asian, and Pacific
-personhood with one another.
But this Center also creates lines and
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frontiers that need to be crossed and
transformed. In his recent novel set in Mexico entitled The Old Gringo, Carlos Fuentes
has a dialogue among two of Pancho Villa's
soldiers, Colonel Garcia and General
Arroyo, a North American woman, and the
old gringo, a character modeled on the
North American writer Ambrose Bierce.
Colonel Garcia says that the old gringo had
crossed the frontier into the south because
he didn't have any frontiers left to cross in
his own country. "And the frontier in here?"
the woman asks, tapping her forehead.

"Therearelinesand
frontiers
onthiscampus
thatwecannotbeafraid
to crossbyday... or night:'
'½.nd the frontier in here?" General Arroyo
adds, touching his heart. "There's one frontier we dare to cross only at night," the old
gringo says; "the frontier of our differences
with others, of our battles with each other."
There are lines and frontiers on this campus that we cannot be afraid to cross by day
or by night. The Multicultural Center is on
one side of The Alameda, and Benson
Center, the newly renovated student union,
is on the "other" side. In the coming
months and years, it will be imperative that
at least the line that is The Alameda be
crossed early and often.
The entire University will be the poorer
if the establishment of the Multicultural
Center merely rearranges existing lines and
hardens existing frontiers. A situation in
which student government and other stu-

dent organizations, the student media, and
the student union are lily-whiteand separate
from the enriching and challenging impact
of the many cultures represented on campus would not be a situation worth very
much.
We in Student Services will attempt to
ensure that this does not happen. In that
effort, we will need the active help of
every student. For the frontiers of our differences of color should not be where we
battle with each other, but where we
celebrate the diversity that makes up the
coat of many colors with which God has
clothed this world.
In a few years or so, when the physical
frontier of The Alameda is gone and a large
plaza connects Benson Center, Orradre
Library, and the Multicultural Center, it is
my hope that that plaza will be the central
focus of an active and vibrant student intellectual and cultural life, a site where
music, dancing, drama, theater, and poetry
from as many cultures as possible find a
welcome and a haven.
Santa Clara students can trace their
ancestry to every continent on the globe.
The Multicultural Center, if it serves to
foster a penetrating appreciation of each
continent and the many cultures it contains,
can dramatically expand the horizons of all
students. At its best, the Center can be the
leaven that enlivens the entire loaf.

Robert M. Senkewicz, S.J., is vice president
for studellf services at Santa Clara. This
essay is based on a talk he gave at the
dedication of the new Multicultural Center on
the campus.
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COMINGEVENTS
Dec. 3-Choreographers' Gallery. Parker Studio
Theatre, 7 and 9 p.m. Free tickets available beginning
Dec. I. Very limited seating.
Dec. 5-Kristin Young Dance Recital. Parker Studio
Theatre, 8 p.m. Very limited seating. Free.

From Hokusai Exhibition: Views of Mount Fuji.

SPORTS SCHEDULE

Nov. 21-San Jose Business Journal president, Scott
Smith. Kenna Club event. Noon luncheon. Williman
Room, Benson Center. Members, $9, non-members,
$12. Reservations (408) 554-4699.

Jan. IO-Carolyn Coulson Acting Recital. Parker
Studio Theatre, 8 p.m. Very limited seating. Free.

Nov. 24-Political Science Professor Eric P. Hoffman of Columbia University. "Chernobyl: Inside
Fights and Outside Truth." De Saisset Museum. 8 p.m.
Free.

Jan. 16-17-The Near-Sighted Knight and the FarSighted Dragon_ Musical for young audiences. Fess
Parker Studio Theatre, 7:30 p.m. and matinee, Jan.
17at 2:30 p.m. Tickets available beginning Jan. 12 at
Mayer Box Office.

Dec. 12-Impact of the New Tax Laws. Law Professor Jerry Kasner, tax specialist. Kenna Club event.
Noon luncheon. Williman Room, Benson Center.
Members, $9; non-members, $12. Reservations (408)
554-4699.

Jan. 24- Tom Gough Acting Recital. Parker Studio
Theatre, 8 p.m. Very limited seating. Free.

Dec. 19-Daryl Arnold, president of the Western
Growers' Association. Kenna Club event. Noon luncheon. Williman Room, Benson Center. Members, $9,
non-members, $12. Reservations (408) 554-4699.

Art Exhibits
Through Dec. 14-First Impressions: Japanese
Prints of Foreigners. Exhibition of 40 19th century
woodblock prints, which commemorate the centennial
of Japanese immigration to Hawaii. The works reflect
the "first impressions" the Japanese had of Westerners
in that period. Organized and administered by the
University of Hawaii Art Gallery and the University
of Hawaii Foundation. de Saisset Museum. Gallery
I. Free.

For reservations and information 011theatre pe1for111ancl!s,please call Mayer 171eatreBox Office, (408)
554-4015, Tuesday through Sa111rday,1:!5-6p.m. or
(408) 554-4989 for updates 011Parker Studio 17,eatre
pe1for111a11ces.

Music Concerts and Recitals

Through Dec. 14-Hokusai: View of Mount Fuji.
Exhibition presents woodcuts by the famous Japanese
master, Ok.itaroHokusai (1760-1849).Hokusai's work
made an important contribution to the development
of art in Japan and in the Western World. The woodcuts in this exhibit were executed in 1834 and 1835.
de Saisset Museum. Gallery II. Free.
Through Dec. 14-Portraits of the Ukiyo-e: Actors,
Noblemen, Courtesans, Beautiful Women. Japanese
and Chinese ceramics selected from the de Saisset
Museum's Permanent Collection. de Saisset Museum.
Gallery IIl. Free.
Nov. 9 through Dec. 21-Anita Margrill-Domus
Exhibition. Architectural sculpture and paintings. de
Saisset Museum. Gallery IV. Free.
Jan. 17 through Mar. IS-Inside Out. An exhibition of the work of photojournalist Mary Ellen Mark
and Lonny Shavelson, who explore the experience of
mental illness inside and outside of mental institutions.
de Saisset Museum. Free.
Jan. 17 through Mar. IS-Selections from the de
Saisset Permanent Collection. de Saisset Museum.
Free.
All exhibits in de Saisset Museum are open Tuesday
through Friday, !0a.111. to 5 p.111.,Saturday and Sunday, I to 5 p.111.For more irifonnation, please call (408)
554-4528.

Theatre and Dance
Nov. 14-16,18-22- The Threepenny Opera. Bertoli
Brecht and Kurt Weill's musical masterpiece based on
17,e Beggar's Opera by John Gay. Performances at 8
p.m., Tuesday through Saturday, and 7 p.m. Sunday.
Mayer Theatre. Tickets: general admission, $7.50;
students and senior citizens, $5 Thursday through Sunday, $3 Tuesday/Wednesday.

Jan. 9-"San Jose Is Growing Up: An Overview,"
Frank M. Taylor, executive director of the Redevelopment Agency of the City of San Jose.

Nov. 14-Faculty Recital. Dr. Roger Nyquist, Organ.
Performing Bach, Franck, St. Saens, and other works.
Music Concert Hall. 8 p.m. Tickets at the door.
Nov. 17-Music Seminar. Music Professor Henry
Mollicone, "New Trends in Composition." Music
Concert Hall, 4:15 p.m. Free.

Music Professor Henry Mollicone

Special Events
Nov. 8-Workshop on Alzheimer's Disease, Facts,
Fears, and Future: How to Cope. Sponsored by the
Division of Counseling Psychology and Education for
counseling professionals and for anyone concerned
about Alzheimer's Disease. Dr. Stephen Katz and Dr.
Kenneth Blaker, trainers. Bannan Hall, 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Registration fee: non-alumni, $50; SCU alumni, $25. For further information, please contact (408)
554-4434 or 4355.

Lectures and Talks
Nov. 20-"Redefining American History," Prof.
Mario T. Garcia, chair of the Chicano Studies department, University of California at Santa Barbara, and
author of Desert Immigrants: The Mexicans of El Paso,
1880-1920.Williman Room, Benson Center, 8 p.m.
Free.

Santa Clara vs Brooklyn College last January, which the Broncos won 73-55, shows two returning SCU players: Brian Moody (34) and Larry Rask (21).
Football

Nov_25-Santa Clara University Orchestra. Henry
Mollicone, conducting. Performing Beethoven's
Turkish March, Bizet'sCarmen Suite No. 1, and
Handel's Concerto for Hmp and Orchestra, featuring
Dan Levitan on the harp. Music Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Tickets at the door.

Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

INFO UPDATE
The Information Booth in Benson Memorial Center
is open seven days a week. To verify the time or
place of an event, please call (408) 554-4764.

Nov. 20-Barbara Babcock, Stanford University law
professor, "The Life of Clara Shortridge Foltz: First
Woman Admitted to the California Bar." Bannan Hall,
Room 142. Noon. Free.

7 p.m.
I p.m.
1 p.m.

..
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Nov. 28
Nov. 29
Dec. 2
Dec. 6
Dec. 12-13
Dec. 18
Dec. 20
Dec. 22
Dec. 23
Dec. 29-30
Jan. 2
Jan. 3
Jan. 9
Jan. 10
Jan. 15
Jan. 17
Jan. 23
Jan. 24
Jan. 29
Jan. 31
Feb. 6
Feb. 7
Feb. 14
Feb. 20

UC-Santa Barbara
at UCLA
Nevada-Reno
UC-Davis
Honolulu Tournament
at San Jose State
Seattle Pacific
at UOP
at Fresno State
Cable Car Classic
Montana
Seattle University
Loyola-Marymount*
Pepperdine*
at San Diego*
at St. Mary's*
St. Mary's*
San Diego*
at Portland*
at Gonzaga*
Gonzaga*
Portland*
USF*
at Pepperdine*

Feb. 21
Feb. 25
Feb. 28
Mar. 6-7

at Loyola-Marymount*
at USF*
WCAC Tournament
WCAC Tournament

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

*Indicates l#st Coast Alhletic Co1ifere11ceGames. All
home games are played in Toso Pavilion 011campus.

Men's Basketball

Dec. 5-University
Concert Choir, Women's
Chorus, Renaissance Singers. LeRoy Kromm and
Nancy Wait Kromm, conducting. Performing, "A
Christmas Choral Pageant," by Dave and Ida Brubeck.
Joined by the San Jose Children's Choir and The Los
Lupinos Dancers. Mission Church, 8 p.m. Tickets at
the door.
17,e Music Concert Hall is at 600 Bellomy St. Tickets
are general admission, $4, studellls and senior citizens,
$3. For i11for111atio11,
please call (408) 554-4428.

at Portland State
at St. Mary's
Cal Poly SLO

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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Nov. 28
Nov. 30
Dec. 3
Dec. 11
Dec. 13
Dec. 16
Dec. 20
Dec. 30
Dec. 31
Jan. 5-6
Jan. 16
Jan. 17
Jan. 23
Jan. 24
Jan. 30
Jan. 31
Feb. 7
Feb. 13
Feb. 14
Feb. 17
Feb. 21
Feb. 26
Feb. 27
Mar. 6

5:15 p.m.
2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
5:15 p.m.
7 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
7&8 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.rn.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.rn.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.rn.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

*West Coast Athletic Conference Games

FALL 1986

Nevada-Reno
at U. San Diego
at U.S. International
at USF

7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Men's Soccer
Women's Basketball
Cal Poly SLO
at Fresno State
California
at San Jose State
at UC Irvine
at Cal Poly Pomona
Utah
at UC Davis
Wyoming
SCU Holiday Classic
*Pepperdine
*Loyola Marymount
"'at US International
"'at San Diego
*San Diego
*US International
"'at Nevada-Reno
*Nevada-Reno
at St. Mary's
Hayward State
"'at USF
"'at Loyola Marymount
"'at Pepperdine
*USF

All home games are played in Toso Pavilion on campus.
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Women's Volleyball

Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 15
Nov. 19

Nov. 5
Nov. 7-9
Nov. 11

2:30 p.m.
at Stanford
TBA
WCAC Tournament at USF
Cal State -L.A.
7:30 p.m.

Nov. 5

Chico State

Women's Soccer
7 p.m.

Water Polo
Nov. 14
Dominican
Nov. 21-23 N.I.T. at U.C.-San Diego

7:30 p.m.
All Day

,.

Alumnus Jim Craven writes about his experiences as a full-time father.
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